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Transcript: Addie & Brianne 
 

Transcript Amy Bridget A a (5:54) 
1.   ((both girls laugh)) 
2.  Addie oh my god 
3.   we would- we would tape ANYthing 
4.  Brianne ANYthing 
5.  Addie oh [yeah] 
6.  Brianne [we] would like to make up noises [and stuff] 
7.  Addie [I KNOW] 
8.   ((laughing)) well that’s [cute] 
9.  Brianne [we’d] have a show ((laughs)) 
10.  Addie I KNOW 
11.   ((laughs)) anyway yeah 
12.   they’re in Dubuque .. Christmas shopping 
13.   and [Amanda-] 
14.  Brianne [making] an evening of it? 
15.  Addie making an evening of it 
16.   they just [decided about=] 
17.  Brianne [I see] 
18.  Addie =six o’clock 
19.  Brianne oh really? 
20.  Addie that’s so late to be [home] 
21.  Brianne [oh] they’ll be gone a while 
22.   [((laughs))] 
23.  Addie [yeah] 
24.   ‘so- so you’re gonna be HOME then?= 
25.  Brianne ((laughs))  
26.  Addie =or will you be just gonna hangin around with Brianne?’  
27.   I’m like ‘yeah, probably’ 
28.   ‘well GOOD’ 
29.   ha [ha ha] 
30.  Brianne [ua::h] 
31.  Addie ‘we’re going shopping,  
32.   and you can take care of Amanda 
33.   when she gets back. ’ 
34.  Brianne so:: 
35.  Addie so I was like ‘well, sure’ 
36.   like I mean we might- 
37.   we might- we might have gotten a movie 
38.   ‘well just wait till she gets BACK and then she-’ [((laughs))] 
39.  Brianne [mmh] 
40.  Addie ((laughs)) but I was like ‘well, I don’t know’ 
41.   ‘cause like we don’t have a car or anything” 
42.  Brianne yeah. 
43.  Addie ‘I suppose we might just be hanging around’ 
44.  Brianne hanging 
45.  Addie and she was like ‘GOOD 
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46.   well then we can go SHOpp[ing’] 
47.  Brianne [((laughs))] 
48.  Addie ((laughs)) and I said ‘sure’ 
49.  Brianne I know I'm so tired 
50.   we were all over to Dubuque today 
51.  Addie oh yeah 
52.  Brianne bopping around 
53.  Addie oh jeez 
54.  Brianne I had to- uhm (1.0)  
55.   to get fitted for my bridesmaid dress 
56.  Addie o::h 
57.  Brianne oh God 
58.   I was like ready to tell Moira I couldn't be in her wedding. 
59.   [I swear] 
60.  Addie [oh ho ho]  
61.  Brianne the dress is- .. it looks really bad on me=  
62.  Addie does it?  
63.  Brianne  =in my opinion 
64.   it's not my style at all 
65.  Addie I [imagine] 
66.  Brianne [you know-] I [mean-] 
67.  Addie [what color] is it?  
68.  Brianne it's midnight blue 
69.   I mean that's nice. 
70.  Addie uh-huh 
71.  Brianne okay 
72.   but it's got like these puffy sleeves. 
73.  Addie uh-huh 
74.  Brianne not .. fa:t 
75.  Brianne but-= 
76.  Addie = uh-huh 
77.  Brianne I don't like puffy sleeves 
78.  Addie no. 
79.  Brianne and then .. it's- like- okay. 
80.   there's hardly anything .. between .. the sleeves 
81.   I mean there's not like a- a real neckline 
82.  Addie uh-huh 
83.  Brianne so you can’t really wear something with straps  
84.   you [know] 
85.  Addie [oh yeah] 
86.  Brianne [so] it's almost coming off your shoulders 
87.  Addie oh yeah 
88.  Brianne and then it comes do:wn like-  
89.   I don't know- like in a square almost 
90.  Addie oh jeez 
91.  Brianne and real lo:w 
92.  Addie and you got- you know 
93.   you're sma::ll 
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94.  Brianne ah [yeah::] 
95.  Addie [you've] small .. shoulders and stuff= 
96.  Brianne =and sm- ha ha ha [YEAH] 
97.  Addie [and] I mean-  
98.   I know 
99.  Brianne it- it- a:h-  
100.   and then you know  
101.   it's supposed to be tea-length 
102.   but comes down to practically my ankles= 
103.  Addie [right] 
104.  Brianne [=so] they have to adjust it 
105.  Addie [right] 
106.  Brianne [I have] to pay extra for it 
107.   they have to take it off from the shoulders 
108.  Addie uh-huh 
109.   you have to PAY for [all this?] 
110.  Brianne [oh yeah] 
111.   you have to pay for alterations 
112.  Addie oh my God 
113.  Brianne it's all like shit 
114.   I haven't even gotten my shoes yet 
115.   that's another- what thirty forty bucks 
116.  Addie o::h 
117.   and then you try to go and get them dyed that [color],  
118.  Brianne [yeah] 
119.   right? 
120.  Brianne mhm-mhm 
121.  Addie oh jee:z 
122.  Brianne it's so expensive 
123.  Addie o::h 
124.  Brianne I mean- I don't know 
125.   it's just- 
126.  Addie (1.5) oh yeah 
127.  Brianne you know my mom said  
128.   you know ‘I can't believe why she didn’t have all the 

bridesmaids go together and- 
129.   you know  
130.   usually you kind of collaborate on something that [you-] 
131.  Addie [‘oh d'you] have a white shirt?’ ‘yeah 
132.   I have a wh- white [shirt’] 
133.  Brianne [yeah] 
134.   something you all liked  
135.   or looked good in you know 
136.  Addie yeah 
137.  Brianne ‘cause we don't even go to church 
138.  Addie she just picked out this dress= 
139.  Brianne yeah 
140.  Addie =and then everybody had to get it? 
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141.  Brianne yeah 
142.   like this-  
143.   my mom's part was ‘well it would be different  
144.   if they were paying for them you [know=] 
145.  Addie [I KNOW] 
146.  Brianne =then they could [do that} 
147.  Addie [that’s right] 
148.   we’re buying them you know? 
149.  Addie yeah 
150.  Brianne and I don't even might get a problem never wearing it 

[again] 
151.  Addie [you’ll never wear it] again 
152.   that's right 
153.   [oh] 
154.  Brianne [yeah] 
155.   I mean- tsk- I hate to say that  
156.   like- oh- it's a waste 
157.   because you know it's a wedding 
158.  Addie [I know] 
159.  Brianne [it's a] once-in-a-life-time thing 
160.  Addie you just do it 
161.  Brianne but I’m on a limited budget [right now] 
162.  Addie [I KNOW] 
163.   you don't have that much 
164.   you can't [help it] 
165.  Brianne [that's the] thing 
166.  Addie I know (2.0) 
167.   [yeah] 
168.  Brianne [so-] 
169.  Addie that's kind of bad  
170.  Brianne uh-huh 
171.   (2.0) so I wasn’t so happy 
172.  Addie no I don't suppose 
173.   (1.0) I got invited 
174.  Brianne did you?  
175.   good. 
176.   ha ha ha good 
177.  Addie you want me to go? 
178.  Brianne yes [((laughs))] 
179.  Addie [((laughs))] my mom's like-  
180.   my mom and dad got invited too 
181.  Brianne that's nice 
182.  Addie she said ‘why don't you go 
183.   maybe Brianne can talk to you and you'll go= 
184.  Brianne =go 
185.  Addie ((laughs)) 
186.  Brianne if you don't go I'll be mad 
187.   I mean= 
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188.  Addie =you will? 
189.  Brianne yes 
190.  Addie oh no 
191.  Brianne ((laughs)) 
192.  Addie ((laughs)) 
193.  Brianne go: 
194.  Addie oh jee:z 
195.  Brianne I don't want to be stuck there like  
196.   talking to Jennifer or something 
197.   so- ha ha [ha ha] 
198.  Addie [oh] God 
199.   I mean-  
200.   my mom wants to go 
201.   ‘cause she wants to go see everything 
202.   ((laughs)) 
203.  Brianne ((laughs)) do you have horrendous parents? 
204.  Addie no no 
205.   not at all 
206.  Brianne well 
207.   my parents are probably gonna  go 
208.  Addie are they? 
209.  Brianne they probably plan to go 
210.  Addie oh my dad won't go 
211.  Brianne ah 
212.  Addie but my mom wants to go with me 
213.  Brianne uh-huh 
214.  Addie oh jeez 
215.  Brianne oh just go 
216.  Addie go? 
217.  Brianne go. 
218.  Addie but I was thinking of not even coming home yet 
219.  Brianne o::h 
220.  Addie I guess 
221.  Brianne ( ) 
222.  Addie ((laughs)) 
223.   ((both women laugh))  
224.  Brianne I have to come home special that weekend 
225.  Addie I know 
226.   yeah 
227.   do you really? 
228.  Brianne yeah 
229.  Addie I’m off by [then] 
230.  Brianne [I have] to take off work 
231.   [take a holiday] 
232.  Addie [oh no] 
233.  Brianne so I can come back home with Mike on Friday 
234.  Addie yeah 
235.  Brianne (3.0) fly back Sunday afternoon or something 
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236.   wait 
237.   w- is the wedding on Sunday or is it Saturday? 
238.  Addie its-I don't even know 
239.   it’s Sa- 
240.  Brianne Saturday 
241.  Addie Satur[day] 
242.  Brianne [Sa]turday 
243.   the sixteenth 
244.  Addie yeah 
245.  Brianne (2.0) oh 
246.  Addie ((laughs)) I guess so 
247.   I don't really want to get back 
248.  Brianne just do it 
249.  Addie ((laughs)) do it 
250.  Brianne but- wait 
251.   what are your plans now? 
252.  Addie I don't have any plans 
253.  Brianne when will you guys get off? 
254.  Addie my last exam is like- 
255.   I don't know 
256.   (1) I think Wednesday 
257.   Tuesday or Wednesday 
258.  Brianne well 
259.  Addie or the week before 
260.  Bidget: all right 
261.   okay 
262.  Addie I can stay up till Friday [the first uhm-] 
263.  Brianne [uh-huh] 
264.  Addie I- all I have to do is turn in a test [on Thursday] 
265.  Brianne [uh-huh] 
266.   uh-huh 
267.  Addie Th- or I mean no-  
268.   I got to turn in this paper [on Thursday] 
269.  Brianne [mmmmh] 
270.  Addie and so – uhm-  
271.   if I get it done I could probably turn it in 
272.  Brianne uh-huh 
273.  Addie anyway 
274.   and just come [home=] 
275.  Brianne [oh] 
276.  Addie =whenever I want to 
277.   so- I guess- if I can get a ride home on Friday  
278.   I'll stay until Friday 
279.  Brianne uh-huh 
280.  Addie but if I can't- ((moves some furniture)) (12.0) 
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Transcript Amy Bridget A b (12:18) 

1.  Brianne did you get a new sweater? (1.0) huh? ((talking to dog)) 
2.  Addie all right 
3.   (2.0) I had time to turn the tape over 
4.  Brianne good 
5.  Addie yeah. 
6.   of course. 
7.   ((both women giggle)) oh jeez 
8.   (2.0) well .. if you want me to come home then I'll 
9.  Brianne yes, do it. 
10.   come home please 
11.  Addie ((laughs)) 
12.  Brianne ((laughs))I’m like-  
13.   ‘cause Moira is gonna probably leave early 
14.  Addie uh-huh 
15.  Brianne leave the reception early 
16.  Addie probably 
17.  Brianne she- they- uhm-  
18.   I think they said they rented a room or house in the territory 
19.  Addie oh yeah? 
20.  Brianne yeah 
21.   (3.0) mhm-mhm 
22.  Addie ah-hah 
23.  Brianne something like that 
24.  Addie something like that 
25.  Brianne and that they were leaving the next day 
26.  Addie uh-huh 
27.  Brianne for the airport 
28.   [((giggles))] 
29.  Addie [oh yeah] 
30.  Brianne so- 
31.  Addie so you're gonna get stuck 
32.  Brianne I'll be like u:::h [((laughs))] 
33.  Addie [nothing] to do 
34.   (2.0) yeah 
35.   (1.0) I was like ‘well-’ 
36.  Brianne oh please go 
37.  Addie ((giggles)) if you want me to 
38.  Brianne yeah 
39.  Addie I probably will((laughs)) 
40.  Brianne (2.0) Roger would probably like to see you too 
41.  Addie I suppose 
42.   I suppose 
43.   I don't have that much to wear 
44.  Brianne uh-huh 
45.   don't worry about it 
46.  Addie I'm not going shopping 
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47.  Brianne no 
48.  Addie I mean- ((laughs)) 
49.  Brianne I had no idea what to get her 
50.   she- her shower is like 
51.  Addie yeah 
52.   I'm not sure 
53.  Brianne tomorrow 
54.  Addie it is 
55.   oh yeah 
56.   are you going too? 
57.  Brianne I can't because- uhm-  
58.  Addie oh 
59.   [you're going to a different wedding=] 
60.  Brianne [I'll be leaving tomorrow] 
61.  Addie =right? 
62.  Brianne [yeah] 
63.  Addie [my] mom was saying that Mary had said 
64.   that you weren't there 
65.  Brianne uh-huh 
66.   you know uhm-  
67.   a friend will marry in Rockford tomorrow 
68.  Addie mhm 
69.  Brianne afternoon 
70.  Addie oh nice 
71.  Brianne so- I mean we’re staying over night 
72.   they've- you know booked the hot[el=] 
73.  Addie [oh] 
74.  Brianne =for us and stuff 
75.  Addie oh wow 
76.  Brianne yeah 
77.   so- uhm-  
78.   there I'll stay over night [and=] 
79.  Addie [uh-huh] 
80.  Brianne =then head back to Chicago in the morning 
81.  Addie yeah 
82.  Brianne so .. I said ‘hey 
83.   I'd rather do this and ride the bus home’ 
84.   [you know] 
85.  Addie [yeah] 
86.  Brianne ‘cause I mean- oh  
87.   it was awful coming out 
88.   [‘cause uhm-] 
89.  Addie [uh-huh] 
90.  Brianne (2.0) [I c-] 
91.  Addie [what-] what day did you come back? 
92.  Brianne I came on Wednesday night 
93.  Addie mhm-mhm 
94.  Brianne oh  
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95.   I tried something different this time 
96.  Addie uh-huh 
97.  Brianne I took the Ben Gelder bus= 
98.  Addie =uh-huh= 
99.  Brianne =that goes from all here to Freeport 
100.  Addie oh 
101.  Brianne and they picked me up at Freeport 
102.  Addie [oh] 
103.  Brianne [because] the- the Greyhound times are so screwy= 
104.  Addie uh-huh 
105.  Brianne =it's like seven thirty in the morning or two thirty 
106.  Addie [oh] 
107.  Brianne [and] after that there's nothing until the next DAY 
108.  Addie oh yeah 
109.  Brianne and I had CLASS 
110.    so I couldn't make that bus 
111.  Addie ah-ha 
112.  Brianne so- uhm- (1.0)  
113.   so you know .. I went out to O’Hare 
114.   it took me-  
115.   I mean- I don't think it saved any time at all 
116.   we [thought=] 
117.  Addie [no] 
118.  Brianne =it would be quicker .. almost 
119.   even- even coming to Freeport [you know] 
120.  Addie [oh] yeah 
121.  Brianne because that Greyhound takes like five  
122.   to five and a half hours 
123.   which [is=] 
124.  Addie [oh] 
125.  Brianne =ridiculous 
126.  Addie [yeah] 
127.  Brianne [I mean] how far is Freeport from Chicago 
128.   it's three and a half hours 
129.  Addie it is 
130.   about [three and=] 

131.  Brianne [you know] 
132.  Addie =a half 
133.  Brianne and- like there has to be a better way 
134.  Addie uh-huh 
135.  Brianne: so- .. you know- I did that 
136.   it took me an hour to get out to O’Hare 
137.  Addie oh [jeez] 
138.  Brianne [and then] I was standing on the aisle for an hour  
139.   'cause it's packed 
140.  Addie oh no 
141.  Brianne and- 
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142.  Addie oh [God] 
143.  Brianne [then-] okay 
144.   we left on time 
145.  Addie mhm-mhm 
146.  Brianne but the traffic down in the city was awful 
147.  Addie [o:h] 
148.  Brianne [we-] we were an hour late 
149.   so that the bus took three hours 
150.   that's four 
151.  Addie o:h 
152.  Brianne and it took like an hour and a half to get back to [Freeport] 
153.  Addie [Freeport] 
154.   so it was just like the same time 
155.  Brianne yeah 
156.  Addie oh jeez 
157.   (1.0) that's not too good 
158.  Brianne no 
159.   that's why-  
160.   that's the rea- only reason why I hate coming home 
161.   is taking the bus 
162.  Addie yeah 
163.  Brianne it's the biggest [drag] 
164.  Addie [I know]  
165.   if you could just be home 
166.   [you know?] 
167.  Brianne [mhm-mhm]  
168.   (2.0) if I had a car= 
169.  Addie =if you had a car 
170.  Brianne I mean when in [the city=] 
171.  Addie [I know] 
172.  Brianne =I don't want a car because it's a hassle [I don't=] 
173.  Addie [oh yeah] 
174.  Brianne =want to put up with 
175.   but for coming [home] 
176.  Addie [whenever you] want to come home 
177.  Brianne I would love it 
178.  Addie I know 
179.   that's like me 
180.   next year I want to get an apartment 
181.   so- 
182.  Brianne =ah-ha 
183.  Addie and uhm-  
184.   (2.0) that- 'cause then one of the big things will be  
185.   I won’t have to spend all the time here 
186.   only because it’s [break=] 
187.  Brianne [uh-huh] 
188.  Addie you know I can come=  
189.  Brianne yeah 
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190.  Addie =whenever I want to 
191.   but still I’ll have to go by whoever is coming and going or= 
192.  Brianne right 
193.  Addie =have my friends come and get me 
194.   (1.0) you know 
195.   that's bad 
196.  Brianne (1.0) yeah 
197.   it would be nice- I mean- it would be- 
198.  Addie yeah 
199.  Brianne you would have .. more use of it 
200.  Addie (1.0) [yeah] 
201.  Brianne [the] apartment [and all] 
202.  Addie [the] apartment 
203.   especially then I could go .. grocery shopping and stuff 
204.  Brianne ‘cause- you mean you-  
205.   your town is kind of spread out= 
206.  Addie my- 
207.  Brianne =like that? 
208.  Addie yeah 
209.  Brianne and- you know Chicago’s public transportation [like=] 
210.  Addie [yeah] 
211.  Brianne =crazy 
212.  Addie [yeah] 
213.  Brianne [so] 
214.  Addie oh we have the busses still 
215.  Brianne yeah 
216.  Addie but still 
217.   it'd be a convenience 
218.  Brianne uh-huh 
219.   yeah 
220.  Addie I'll have to do it that way 'cause I can't afford it 
221.  Brianne well [no] 
222.  Addie [I] mean just take- I'm gonna- uhm- you know 
223.   pay for my own apartment [and stuff] 
224.  Brianne [uh-huh] 
225.  Addie so just- 
226.  Brianne that's enough ((laughs)) 
227.  Addie just doing that 
228.   and food and stuff's going to be hard 
229.  Brianne right 
230.  Addie I decided this time .. next year no more dorm [stuff] 
231.  Brianne [yeah] 
232.   same with me 
233.  Addie I can't stand it 
234.  Brianne I know 
235.  Addie u:::h 
236.  Brianne going back 
237.  Addie it’s NOT BAD 
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238.   Naomi and I get along well 
239.   and so-  
240.   but- I just- .. had enough 
241.  Brianne uh-huh 
242.  Addie the other day somebody- uhm-  
243.   the other day Christy gets up really early 
244.   [to-] 
245.  Brianne [what for?] 
246.  Addie to get ready for school 
247.   she has eight-o'clock classes every [day] 
248.  Brianne [oh]  
249.   yuck 
250.  Addie every day 
251.   and it doesn't really like seem to bother her 
252.   but she gets up at like six fifteen  
253.   so she can pre[pair] 
254.  Brianne [do herself up] 
255.   [he he] 
256.  Addie [herself]  
257.   like- a:: freshman 
258.   but anyway .. that's what she does 
259.   and so- uhm- 
260.   the other day  
261.   she got up at six fifteen to do this stuff  
262.   opened the door and like five hundred cans fell everywhere  
263.   because cans have been plastered in front [of our door] 
264.  Brianne [NO way ((laughing))] 
265.  Addie  yes 
266.  Brianne o:::h 
267.  Addie and- I don't know .. it's like this one guy= 
268.  Brianne ((laughs)) 
269.  Addie =who doesn't really have any friends on the floor anyway 
270.   ((laughs)) he's kind of a jerk 
271.   and we're pretty sure that's who did it 
272.   and- uhm-  
273.   'cause we don't think anybody could do that 
274.  Brianne yeah 
275.  Addie you know 
276.   it's sounds like something like nobody else would do it to US 
277.  Brianne uh-huh 
278.  Addie [and so=] 
279.  Brianne [o:::h] 
280.  Addie =tin cans everywhere 
281.   you know 
282.   sort of hilarious if it happens to someone else [you know] 
283.   ha ha ha 
284.  Brianne [yeah 
285.   ha ha ha] 
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286.  Addie it's not too great [if it happens to you] 
287.  Brianne [if it happens to you] 
288.  Addie and I was sound asleep 
289.   I don't have any classes at that [early] 
290.  Brianne [uh-huh] 
291.  Addie I mean like- 
292.  Brianne oh [God] 
293.  Addie [that was] horrible 
294.   I was really pissed off 
295.   but- uhm- (2.0) that's-  
296.   I don't know just little things like that [are=] 
297.  Brianne [uh-huh] 
298.  Addie =starting to bother me 
299.  Brianne I know 
300.   it's= 
301.  Addie you know 
302.  Brianne =that novelty is just worn off 
303.   [you know] 
304.  Addie [it is] 
305.   and I'm just looking forward to living with people who are 

older 
306.  Brianne [yes sure] 
307.  Addie [you know] 
308.   and in the dorms every year more freshmen more freshmen 
309.   and I'm going: ‘o::h God 
310.   I can't stand these freshmen anymore” ((laughs)) 
311.  Brianne I know 
312.  Addie I know 
313.   and I'm not even that old 
314.   but I just don't .. like to put up with that like 
315.  Brianne mhm-mhm 
316.  Addie next year I'm twenty 
317.   [and-] 
318.  Brianne [you'd] better be ABOUT it 
319.  Addie that'll be PLENTY 
320.  Brianne oh yeah 
321.  Addie oh yeah 
322.   so .. there's this guy Tom Hopkins  
323.   who- uhm- (1.0) who's a friend of mine 
324.  Brianne uh-huh 
325.  Addie yeah 
326.   (1.0) he:'s living in a- in a house 
327.   but- uhm- this guy- this- uhm-  
328.   landlord in DeKalb owns like twenty of these houses [or 

something=] 
329.  Brianne [oh really?] 
330.  Addie =and he rents out rooms to kids 
331.  Brianne uh-huh 
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332.  Addie I don't know it's like eight hundred dollars for the semester 
333.  Brianne oh that's GOOD 
334.  Addie yeah 
335.  Brianne oh my GOD 
336.   that [makes me sick] 
337.  Addie [well-] they're all run down and beat up places 
338.   [but- uhm-] 
339.  Brianne [but still] 
340.  Addie I think that's what it is 
341.   I think that's what Tom said he pays 
342.   (1.0) for the semester 
343.   and so I'm-  
344.   he lives there now. 
345.   and he's planning to be there over the summer probably 
346.  Brianne mhm-mhm 
347.  Addie so I'm gonna live there over the summer 
348.   and then from there we might-  
349.   I might even live there (1.0) next year  
350.   or (1.0) else go and get another apartment next year 
351.  Brianne uh-huh 
352.  Addie so-  
353.   'cause Tom said he might- 
354.   he'd also like a town house 
355.   they’re pretty cool 
356.  Brianne mhm-mhm 
357.  Addie it's like- it .. has upstairs and downstairs  
358.   and a couple of bedrooms= 
359.  Brianne oh [nice] 
360.  Addie [=and bath]rooms  
361.   (1.0) uhm- (1.0) so a bunch of us might do that 
362.  Brianne mhm-mhm 
363.  Addie like get a couple of other people together and do that 
364.   (1.0) that would be cool 
365.  Brianne yeah 
366.   that would be [nice] 
367.  Addie [these] are all gonna be my friends that are my age or [older] 
368.  Brianne [yeah] 
369.   ha ha ha 
370.  Addie I think- you know- I just-  
371.   would like to you know-  
372.   live in the same area 
373.   so I think that would be cool 
374.  Brianne mhm-mhm 
375.  Addie I'm ready for that kind of stuff 
376.  Brianne oh I know= 
377.  Addie =you know I know food preparation’s gonna be kind of .. 

[aggravating] 
378.  Brianne [yeah] 
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379.  Addie that [you know-] 
380.  Brianne [I] think you get used to it [though] 
381.  Addie [I think] so 
382.  Brianne you know 
383.  Addie I think so 
384.   (2.0) Mom's like: ‘you’re gonna miss that’ you know 
385.  Brianne yeah:: well:: [((laughs))] 
386.  Addie [but that’s] Mom for you [you know]  
387.  Brianne [that’s Mom] 
388.  Addie she only thinks things like that= 
389.  Brianne oh yeah 
390.   of [course] 
391.  Addie [she] doesn’t think of the other things 
392.   you know? 
393.  Brianne of course 
394.  Addie but it’s not gonna be up to her 
395.   (1.0) they’re still gonna pay for my tuition 
396.   plus- .. you know 
397.   so- wh- where can you move to? 
398.  Brianne well .. you see  
399.   I don’t even know where I’m living [next year] 
400.  Addie [yeah]  
401.   that’s the thing 
402.   so you’re not [worrying about that] 
403.  Brianne [I’m still deciding] 
404.   but I mean if I am in Chicago  
405.   I’m definitely .. not staying in a dorm 
406.  Addie mhm-mhm 
407.  Brianne if I- if I go to DeKalb actually 
408.   they-  
409.   I have several people= 
410.  Addie mhm-mhm 
411.  Brianne =whom I could get-  
412.   who .. will be looking or are looking for an apartment 
413.  Addie yeah 
414.  Brianne that I could get- easily get one with 
415.   in fact we’ve kind of looked just- 
416.  Addie just for the hell of it? 
417.  Brianne yeah 
418.   just for the- did I tell you about that? 
419.  Addie no 
420.  Brianne going looking for apartments? 
421.  Addie NO 
422.  Brianne we did 
423.   ‘cause you know 
424.   we were really into it  
425.   and we knew we weren’t getting get one till for a while-  
426.   a long while [anyway] 
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427.  Addie [yeah] 
428.  Brianne but it took something to keep us 
429.   so- [you know?] 
430.  Addie [uh-huh]  
431.   oh that’s [cool] 
432.  Brianne [a] friend of mine .. Anne uhm-  
433.   she lives at home .. [now=] 
434.  Addie [uh-huh] 
435.  Brianne =and she is really aggravated [you know=] 
436.  Addie [ha ha] 
437.  Brianne =cause .. you can imagine 
438.   she- 
439.  Addie mhm-mhm 
440.  Brianne she’s lived in Chicago all her live 
441.   and she wants an apartment 
442.   and uhm- 
443.  Addie yeah 
444.  Brianne so- .. ha- 
445.   like one week 
446.   there was one day 
447.   it was really weird 
448.   we were in the weirdest mood 
449.   it was raining all day 
450.  Addie uh-huh 
451.  Brianne and we were just looking through .. the newspaper at 

apartments 
452.  Addie uh-huh 
453.  Brianne and we were like ‘let’s go and look at some” 
454.  Addie ((laughs)) 
455.  Brianne and we made these appointments 
456.   [and=] 
457.  Addie [uh-huh] 
458.  Brianne =we went- went all over the place  
459.   and looked at several places= 
460.  Addie [uh-huh] 
461.  Brianne [=we had] appointments for 
462.  Addie [uh-huh] 
463.  Brianne [it] was fun 
464.  Addie oh that’s cool 
465.  Brianne you know 
466.   just to get some ideas of what the prices were 
467.  Addie yeah 
468.  Brianne what we were looking at 
469.  Addie yeah 
470.  Brianne and that kind of thing 
471.  Addie oh that’s really neat 
472.  Brianne so we figure that  
473.   the only way we can afford it is like 
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474.   if we rent a studio together 
475.  Addie oh [we:::ll] 
476.  Brianne [which] is pretty small but  
477.   still bigger than a dorm room you know? 
478.  Addie uh-huh 
479.   and you have your own bathroom 
480.  Brianne mhm-mhm 
481.   and kitchen you know 
482.  Addie and kitchen and stuff 
483.   (1.0) oh wow 
484.  Brianne so- 
485.  Addie it’s a lot isn’t it? 
486.  Brianne yeah 
487.  Addie I know 
488.   (1.0) especially in Chicago  
489.   it’s gotta be bad 
490.  Brianne apartments are awful 
491.   I mean they- 
492.  Addie yeah 
493.  Brianne studios are- I mean  
494.   (1.0) a good deal in a studio is like four seventy-five a month 
495.  Addie oh wow 
496.  Brianne that- that’s cheap 
497.   that’s a cheap place 
498.  Addie oh ma:n 
499.  Brianne you know 
500.   and upwards from there- I mean  
501.   a- around our area uhm  
502.   an apartment like a one bedroom or something [like that=] 
503.  Addie [uh-huh] 
504.  Brianne =goes for seven or eight hundred 
505.  Addie oh my God 
506.  Brianne yeah 
507.  Addie oh wow 
508.  Brianne I know 
509.   it’s .. crazy 
510.  Addie oh 
511.  Brianne we found this place though 
512.   uhm we just found this about a week ago 
513.   and .. it’s really close by 
514.  Addie uh-huh 
515.  Brianne practically on campus 
516.  Addie oh yeah 
517.  Brianne and it’s .. five twenty-five= 
518.  Addie uh-[huh] 
519.  Brianne [=in]cluding heat 
520.  Addie uh-huh 
521.  Brianne it’s- we haven’t seen it, but it’s supposed to be a large studio 
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522.  Addie uh-huh 
523.  Brianne with uhm hard wood floors [and=] 
524.  Addie [oh] 
525.  Brianne =high ceilings and a fire place 
526.  Addie oh [wow] 
527.  Brianne [and] we went: ‘oh yeah” ((laughs)) 
528.  Addie cool 
529.  Brianne so it would still be like two-something a month 
530.  Addie uh-[huh] 
531.  Brianne [for] each of us 
532.   which is okay 
533.   [that’s okay] 
534.  Addie [does that] include everything? 
535.  Brianne it includes heat and uhm- (2.0) I think- 
536.  Addie water? 
537.  Brianne water 
538.   but not electricity 
539.  Addie oh jeez 
540.  Brianne mhm-mhm 
541.  Addie yeah 
542.   (2.0) yeah 
543.   (2.0) heat’s a lot though [so that’s good] 
544.  Brianne [oh yeah] so  
545.   that’s a biggie when that’s included 
546.  Addie yeah 
547.  Brianne you know that’s good 
548.  Addie yeah 
549.  Brianne so 
550.  Addie wow 
551.  Brianne I don’t know 
552.  Addie yeah 
553.  Brianne and you know things- 
554.   for a while things were going so bad  
555.   that I actually- I was thinking about moving out .. after this 

quarter 
556.  Addie oh yeah= 
557.  Brianne =if I could even possibly swing it  
558.   I really wanted to get [out=] 
559.  Addie [oh yeah] 
560.  Brianne =because it was just- 
561.  Addie oh yeah your room mate and you are not getting on and 

stuff 
562.  Brianne mhm-mhm 
563.   things are better now 
564.   I mean- 
565.  Addie yeah 
566.  Brianne I don’t know 
567.   I can handle it you know?= 
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568.  Addie =yeah 
569.  Brianne (1.0) it’s not that bad but- 
570.  Addie you can make it through the year? 
571.  Brianne yeah I think so 
572.  Addie can you get out of your contracts anyway? 
573.  Brianne uhm 
574.   I talked to a couple of different people who have done it= 
575.  Addie [oh] 
576.  Brianne [=and] they said it was easy for them 
577.   they just said that it was for financial reasons  
578.   that they couldn’t stay 
579.  Addie oh yeah 
580.  Brianne uhm .. they just faked it that easily= 
581.  Addie =ha 
582.   that’s- I don’t know how- uh-  
583.   in Northern they SAY .. that  
584.   the only way you can get out of it is 
585.   if you withdraw from the university= 
586.  Brianne =uh-huh 
587.  Addie but I don’t know 
588.  Brianne yeah 
589.  Addie if it’s really that tough and that 
590.  Brianne uh-huh 
591.  Addie I don’t know 
592.   (1.0) ha  

 
Transcript Amy Bridget A c (11:33) 

1.  Addie (1.0) jeez 
2.  Brianne yeah that’s life= 
3.  Addie =I know it’s-  
4.   especially two people living in one room [that’s tough] 
5.  Brianne [uh-huh] 
6.  Addie that’s really tough 
7.   (2.0) yeah 
8.   (1.0) maybe y- you could always switch room mates  
9.   maybe if [you wanted?] 
10.  Brianne [yeah] that- that’s true but- 
11.  Addie (2.0) yeah 
12.   it’s hard to do too= 
13.  Brianne =mhm-mhm 
14.   so much tension you don’t want that 
15.  Addie I know  
16.   you don’t want to go through with this 
17.  Brianne mhm-mhm 
18.  Addie yeah 
19.  Brianne I might as well just put up with it [you know?] 
20.  Addie  [I know] 
21.  Brianne try to just- 
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22.  Addie yeah 
23.  Brianne ignore how you feel or something 
24.  Addie yeah 
25.   I know 
26.   I know 
27.   ‘cause it’s very hard to do 
28.   getting on with a person you don’t like 
29.  Brianne yeah 
30.  Addie uh-huh 
31.  Brianne but things have been a lot better ever since came home that 

week end 
32.  Addie that’s [good] 
33.  Brianne [things] have been so much better= 
34.  Addie [oh that’s good] 
35.  Brianne [= what with the tension] 
36.  Addie just give a break and stuff 
37.  Brianne it- it- it’s really I mean ..  
38.   it’s not just her you know 
39.   that was making me so= 
40.  Addie yeah 
41.  Brianne =tense and stuff 
42.   it’s just [every=] 
43.  Addie [yeah] 
44.  Brianne =thing about this year that I’ve been so tense about= 
45.  Addie yeah 
46.  Brianne =it’s just that= 
47.  Addie yeah 
48.  Brianne =was dissolving [more] 
49.  Addie [now] this was not helping 
50.   you needed your privacy  
51.   so you got through this stuff 
52.  Brianne yeah 
53.  Addie [yeah] 
54.  Brianne [exactly] 
55.  Addie I understand 
56.   (1.0) yeah 
57.   the lea- the last thing you want is some other .. girl in the room 

[when] 
58.  Brianne [mhm-mhm] 
59.  Addie you’re upset 
60.   you know it’s like ‘leave me alone’ ((mimicking voice)) 
61.  Brianne rrgh ((laughs)) 
62.  Addie yeah 
63.   (1.0) yeah 
64.  Brianne maybe that cleared up that tension so that [I=] 
65.  Addie [maybe] 
66.  Brianne can deal with that better 
67.   something like [that] 
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68.  Addie [something] 
69.  Brianne something happened 
70.  Addie yeah 
71.  Brianne things are better 
72.  Addie that’s good 
73.  Brianne yeah 
74.  Addie that’s good  
75.   (3.0) yeah 
76.  Brianne (3.0) so in my spare time I go to the library and research 

colleges 
77.   [((laughs))] 
78.  Addie [OH YEAH] 
79.  Brianne to keep me happy 
80.   [((laughs))] 
81.  Addie [yeah] ((laughs)) oh jeez 
82.   (1.0) what else- what else are you thinking of doing? 
83.  Brianne I- I- (2.0) 
84.  Addie you don’t know 
85.  Brianne I don’t [know] 
86.  Addie [you] don’t have to talk about it if you don’t want [to] 
87.  Brianne [my-] my- my big thing right now is 
88.   uhm .. University of Colorado 
89.  Addie oh wow 
90.  Brianne because .. in a way I kind of decided that-  
91.   you know for a while my big debate like  
92.   ‘should I go to art school 
93.  Addie oh [yeah] 
94.  Brianne [or] should I stay in a university?” 
95.  Addie right 
96.  Brianne and .. in a way I kind of decided that it would be a bad 

option for me to go to art school 
97.  Addie yeah 
98.  Brianne after this year 
99.  Addie yeah 
100.  Brianne ‘cause I think I-  
101.   I need that university type of= 
102.  Addie yeah 
103.  Brianne =setting 
104.   I need tho- those liberal arts[courses you know?] 
105.  Addie [uh-huh uh-huh] 
106.  Brianne I just think it’s good 
107.   it’s a good background 
108.  Addie mhm-mhm 
109.  Brianne and .. in a way I [feel=] 
110.  Addie [that’s true] 
111.  Brianne =like I’m .. cheating myself 
112.   not that but like (1.0)  
113.   that I’m not getting the best educa-  
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114.   I haven’t fi- 
115.  Addie yeah 
116.  Brianne I want a quality edu[cation=] 
117.  Addie [yeah] 
118.  Brianne =you know? 
119.  Addie oh yeah 
120.  Brianne and uhm- 
121.  Addie yeah 
122.  Brianne I just don’t think that would- that an art school would be- 
123.  Addie yeah 
124.  Brianne (1.0) the greatest for [that] 
125.  Addie [yeah]  
126.   so what are your options for that?  
127.   you go through four years of regular school  
128.   and then to art school or [what?] 
129.  Brianne [that]  
130.   or else I .. transfer to a university that has a stronger art 

department 
131.  Addie yeah 
132.  Brianne where I can like- 
133.  Addie yeah 
134.  Brianne (1.0) you know that even [offers a masters=] 
135.  Addie [still major in art .. but-] 
136.  Brianne =in studio 
137.  Addie yeah 
138.  Brianne that would be great 
139.  Addie yeah 
140.  Brianne you know? 
141.  Addie you just stay 
142.  Brianne uh-[huh] 
143.  Addie [add] it that long 
144.  Brianne mhm-mhm 
145.  Addie take part for five or six years 
146.   that’s [all] 
147.  Brianne [yeah] 
148.  Addie a five or six years program  
149.   which you .. wouldn’t wouldn’t have to go through all that 
150.  Brianne mhm-mhm 
151.  Addie mhm-mhm 
152.  Brianne so- 
153.  Addie yeah 
154.  Brianne (1.0) and then- you know I-  
155.   you know I’ve had this thing with Colorado forever= 
156.  Addie =uh-[huh] 
157.  Brianne [just] take the whole atmosphere 
158.  Addie uh-[huh] 
159.  Brianne [like] that I’d really would like to .. have out there 
160.  Addie uh-huh 
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161.  Brianne and uhm .. this is-  
162.   there’s this American folder 
163.   and I guess-  
164.   everything I’ve read about it sounds good 
165.   everything= 
166.  Addie yeah 
167.  Brianne =about it meets like-  
168.   you know you have Christmas quali[fications=] 
169.  Addie [uh-huh] 
170.  Brianne =for school= 
171.  Addie [sure] 
172.  Brianne [that] you look for 
173.   I mean all the ones that are .. at the top of my list 
174.  Addie uh-[huh] 
175.  Brianne [it has it]  
176.   I’m like: ‘wow’ 
177.  Addie wow ((laughs)) 
178.  Brianne ((laughs)) 
179.  Addie uh-[huh] 
180.  Brianne [it’s] like neat 
181.   and they have a really good art program supposedly 
182.   I mean I’ve just [send=] 
183.  Addie [yeah] 
184.  Brianne =for information 
185.   from what I’ve read about it= 
186.  Addie uh-huh 
187.  Brianne =they do 
188.  Addie they do 
189.   yeah 
190.  Brianne so that’s good 
191.  Addie uh-huh 
192.  Brianne so I[don’t know-] 
193.  Addie [do you] know anyone that goes there? 
194.  Brianne no 
195.  Addie or anyone [who] 
196.  Brianne [I don’t-] 
197.  Addie knows anyone who goes [there?] 
198.  Brianne [no] ((laughs)) 
199.  Addie yeah 
200.   that’s the trouble 
201.   ‘cause they can always give you an opinion on things 
202.  Brianne uh-huh 
203.   uh-huh 
204.  Addie mhm 
205.  Brianne so .. I don’t know  
206.   you know I’m still just kind of waiting and see what 

[happens=] 
207.  Addie [yeah] 
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208.  Brianne =and everything you know 
209.  Addie just try to .. take it easy [and=] 
210.  Brianne [uh-huh] 
211.  Addie =be patient 
212.   yeah 
213.   ‘cause you probably got some time too 
214.  Brianne yeah 
215.  Addie plenty of time till the twenty-seventh 
216.  Brianne uh-huh 
217.  Addie yeah 
218.  Brianne (1.0) the other thing is money of course 
219.   and [I mean=] 
220.  Addie [I know] 
221.  Brianne yeah I can decide these things  
222.   but then what’s gonna-  
223.   I mean you know the financial end if it= 
224.  Addie =I know 
225.   (2.0) that’s true 
226.  Brianne (2.0) I need to find a really good job that summer 
227.   ((laughing)) 
228.  Addie yeah 
229.   so that you can work from day one till the [end] 
230.  Brianne [uh-huh] 
231.  Addie I know 
232.   (1.0) but you can always go out that direction 
233.  Brianne uh-huh 
234.  Addie you know 
235.   (2.0) like Mary did last year 
236.  Brianne yeah 
237.  Addie the thing is-  
238.   I mean-  
239.   normally when you’re not working at home 
240.   then you’ve got to pay room and board 
241.  Brianne I know 
242.   I know 
243.  Addie you know 
244.   that’s bad 
245.   that’s the only .. reason 
246.   I mean I suppose it’s worth it 
247.   I mean I suppose I CAN be worth it [if=] 
248.  Brianne [uh-huh] 
249.  Addie =you find the right job 
250.  Brianne uh-huh 
251.  Addie but I mean  
252.   some of those jobs aren’t any better than the jobs you could 

get here 
253.  Brianne uh-huh 
254.  Addie you know especially if you started .. here early 
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255.   [or=] 
256.  Brianne [yeah] 
257.  Addie =if you came home a few weekends in-  
258.   like in March or something 
259.  Brianne uh-[huh] 
260.  Addie [there’s] probably good jobs to be found  
261.   like in .. offices and stuff= 
262.  Brianne uh-huh 
263.  Addie =I don’t know 
264.   in law offices probably  
265.   once in a while they’ll have something 
266.  Brianne yeah 
267.  Addie maybe better than- you know= 
268.  Brianne I know 
269.  Addie =pool jobs 
270.  Brianne uh-huh 
271.  Addie maybe you could find a better job than that 
272.  Brianne (2.0) yeah if I could find something good  
273.   I guess I could come back 
274.   [but-] 
275.  Addie [yeah]  
276.   yeah 
277.  Brianne you know? 
278.  Addie (1.0) you know there’s a possibility 
279.   (2.0) ‘cause you’ve had a lot of experience now 
280.  Brianne uh-huh 
281.  Addie they hire people at the Chamber of Commerce too= 
282.  Brianne =really? 
283.  Addie I mean .. they hire like college-  
284.   a college intern type person you know 
285.  Brianne uh-huh 
286.  Addie for envelope stuffing addressing and all those kind of [things] 
287.  Brianne [yeah] 
288.  Addie all that office kind of stuff= 
289.  Brianne =right 
290.  Addie (1.0) but when I went down there and they’d already take-  
291.   done that ( ) 
292.   but tha- but- that-was in-  
293.   you know .. end of May 
294.  Brianne uh-huh 
295.  Addie they do it probably in March 
296.   (2.0) I don’t know 
297.  Brianne yeah 
298.  Addie I know it’s not the-  
299.   (2.0) not the thing you’d like to do though 
300.  Brianne ((laughs)) 
301.  Addie I’m gonna look for a job in DeKalb 
302.  Brianne uh-huh 
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303.  Addie so (1.0) 
304.   I c- 
305.   I mean if you if you came up 
306.   and if you did something like that 
307.   in your college time 
308.   then you’d get rooms fairly [cheap] over the summer 
309.  Brianne; [yeah] 
310.  Addie that’s the only thing you can do 
311.  Brianne mhm-mhm 
312.  Addie (2.0) ‘cause I’m planning-  
313.   ‘cause I’ll be out like  
314.   (1.5) middle of May again 
315.  Brianne uh-[huh] 
316.  Addie [I’ll] be out from the middle of May 
317.   till like uhm 
318.   (1.5) let me look 
319.   till like the 20th or so of August [or so] 
320.  Brianne [uh-huh] 
321.  Addie 25th of August 
322.   so I’ve all that time to work 
323.   so I’m not going to come home  
324.   you know 
325.   unless I come [at the weekend] 
326.  Brianne [((laughs))] one weekend 
327.   ((laughs)) 
328.  Addie one weekend  
329.   ‘hi guys 
330.   how are you doing? .. bye now’ 
331.   [ha] 
332.  Brianne [you] won’t even have to pack up all your stuff 
333.  Addie mm-mm ((meaning no)) or not-  
334.   that stuff’s not coming home 
335.  Brianne oh yeah 
336.   ha ha 
337.  Addie oh yeah 
338.   I’m planning to- 
339.   uhm- be able to   
340.   move it right into the room 
341.  Brianne uh-huh 
342.  Addie I hope so 
343.  Brianne really? 
344.  Addie and then .. Tom said that I  
345.   can get a room for like 
346.   I don’t know  
347.   a few hundred dollars for the whole summer 
348.  Brianne OH GOD 
349.   that makes me sick 
350.  Any: yeah 
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351.   but that’s just the way-  
352.   its just a room 
353.  Brianne uh 
354.  Addie you know 
355.   it’s just a bed room  
356.   and then we share the kitchen and the .. [bath room=] 
357.  Brianne [yeah] 
358.  Addie =and thing like that 
359.   (1.0) it’s just like ho- just like living here [in-] 
360.  Brianne [mhm-mhm] 
361.  Addie in a bedroom 
362.  Brianne perhaps 
363.  Addie yeah 
364.   (1.0) [and then-] 
365.  Brianne [oh no] 
366.   that’s really ill 
367.  Addie and then I- ((laughs)) 
368.  Brianne ((laughs)) 
369.  Addie ((laughing)) hey you’re the one who wants to live in Chicago 
370.   not me 
371.  Brianne ((laughs)) 
372.  Addie o::h and then-  
373.   and then I’m gonna take a- 
374.   I don’t know- one or two classes 
375.   depends on what they’re [offering] 
376.  Brianne [yeah] 
377.   mhm-mhm 
378.  Addie and then uhm- tsk 
379.   work for most of the time 
380.  Brianne uh-huh 
381.  Addie hopefully .. twenty or thirty hours a week I hope 
382.  Brianne mhm yeah 
383.  Addie so I don’t know where 
384.   (2.0) I mean it could be-  
385.   (1.0) I’ve got two choices you know 
386.   I could work at like Wendy’s for the whole summer 
387.  Brianne ((laughs)) 
388.  Addie yeah and then quit 
389.   make it my summer job  
390.   or I can look for an on-campus job 
391.  Brianne uh-huh 
392.  Addie you know 
393.   (1.5) which would be-  
394.   then I would maybe cut it back  
395.   and work all through next year 
396.  Brianne uh-huh 
397.  Addie I’d rather not even work next year but-  
398.   you know if I’ll have to 
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399.  Brianne (2.0) yeah 
400.  Addie a few hours a week 
401.  Brianne mhm-mhm 
402.   just make some spending money  
403.  Addie yeah 
404.   () 
405.  Brianne food .. laundry= 
406.  Addie =laundry 
407.  Brianne (2.0) yeah 
408.   (2.0) I hope I can do that 
409.  Addie (3.0) yeah 
410.   I don’t know- Mom’s like  
411.   ‘will you get a job any time soon?’ 
412.  Brianne [((laughs))] 
413.  Addie [((laughs))] ‘oh Mom I just thought I’d hang around 
414.   you know I never do [much] 
415.  Brianne [right] ‘I don’t do work [you know?’] 
416.  Addie [NO] 
417.  Brianne jeez 
418.  Addie (2.0) well I haven’t got any money so 
419.  Brianne uh-huh 
420.  Addie well  
421.   let’s see how much I can [get] 
422.  Brianne [yeah my] mom’s like  
423.   ‘well if you would’ve gotten off your butt this summer [and 

worked=] 
424.  Addie [((laughs))] 
425.  Brianne then you wouldn’t be in the bind that you’re in now’ 

[((laughs))] 
426.  Addie [oh] jeez 
427.   ‘this was (real ) Mom’ 
428.  Brianne if I had worked any more at that place I would- 
429.  Addie I [know] 
430.  Brianne [wouldn’t] have BEEN here this year 
431.   [((laughs))] 
432.  Addie [I know it]  
433.   that was awful  
434.   and- I don’t think they’re any better down there 
435.  Brianne uh-uh ((meaning no)) 
436.  Addie does [Sheila still=] 
437.  Brianne [oh-] 
438.  Addie =work there? 
439.  Brianne =yeah this is the latest thing 
440.   [this just=] 
441.  Addie [okay] 
442.  Brianne happened today 
443.  Addie uh-huh 
444.  Brianne uhm  
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445.   Sheila was sick uhm 
446.   last night? 
447.  Addie uh-[huh] 
448.  Brianne [yeah.]  
449.   (1.0) she was really sick 
450.   she didn’t even have .. Thanksgiving dinner 
451.  Addie o::[h] 
452.  Brianne [she] was that sick 
453.   she like-  
454.   I don’t know something like a stomach flue thing 
455.  Addie oh dear 
456.  Brianne and uhm- (2.0) so anyway  
457.   she had to work today 
458.  Addie mhm-mhm 
459.  Brianne and obviously she wasn’t feeling to high [this morning still you 

know?] 
460.  Addie [no I don’t suppose] 
461.  Brianne so uhm she didn’t go 
462.   and I .. don’t know if she called in or had my mom call in [or 

something] 
463.  Addie [uh-huh] 
464.  Brianne I think my mom called in and said she was sick 
465.  Addie uh-huh 
466.  Brianne so uhm (1.5) anyway  
467.   Tina and my mom and I went to Dubuque today 
468.  Addie uh-huh 
469.  Brianne and uhm- (1.5) anyway so  
470.   Keith .. swore that it was Sheila in the car 
471.   now Sheila heard all this through Alison 
472.   ‘cause Alison I guess worked today 
473.  Addie hhh 
474.  Brianne and uhm (1.5) sh-  
475.   he swore that it was her 
476.   riding in the car 
477.  Addie NO WAY 
478.  Brianne ((laughs)) yeah 
479.   and uhm I guess he said to Alison-  
480.   ‘cause Alison uhm-  
481.   he asked her- Alison if she could stay a little later  
482.   and she said ‘no  
483.   ‘cause I have to go to Dubuque 
484.   to get some things and I have to run some errands’ 
485.   you know? 
486.  Addie uh-huh 
487.  Brianne and uhm-  
488.   he thought it was a scam that- 
489.   that Sheila was going with her 
490.  Addie oh NO 
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491.  Brianne and that’s why she didn’t come to- in to work 
492.  Addie oh no 
493.  Brianne and so he said .. you know  
494.   ‘if I find out that- that you and Sheila were in Dubuque 
495.   you both are gonna be fired’ 
496.  Addie YEAH SURE  
497.   go ahead and fire them, you know? 
498.   then you can [just work there much more Keith=] 
499.  Brianne [((laughs))]  
500.  Addie =you know? 
501.   you want to work forty hours a day, don’t you? 
502.  Brianne ((laughing)) and so I guess Sheila- 
503.   [Sheila was so mad] 
504.  Addie [oh man, not to] trust your employees at all= 
505.  Brianne =yeah 
506.   Sheila said that  
507.   at one time when Alison uh- wa- was sick uhm 
508.   they called her house like six times  
509.   during the course of the day 
510.   check- to try to check up on her and see 
511.  Addie hhh 
512.  Brianne and- and finally her s- older sister was just so: frustrated  
513.   she just yelled at them  
514.   ‘look she’s sick and she’s in bed 
515.   what do you want?’ you [know?] 
516.  Addie [oh] my Go::d 
517.  Brianne Sheila was laughing 
518.   she was like- she was so mad 
519.   she was like  
520.   ‘I just wanna go down there  
521.   like ‘sure Keith I’ll work’ 
522.   [((laughs))] 
523.  Addie [and then throw up like]  
524.   ((laughs)) you know 
525.   ((laughs)) 
526.  Brianne ((laughs)) ‘and I just want to be handing a customer a plate 

with a doughnut= ((dog starts barking)) 
527.  Addie yes 
528.  Brianne =and throw up= 
529.  Addie =THROW UP 
530.  Brianne =AND THEN say ‘oh excuse me sir 
531.   let me get you another one’ [((laughs))] 
532.  Addie [((laughs))] that would be great 
533.   (1.0) I’ll be right back 
534.  Brianne okay  
535.   ((Addie leaves the room to let the dog in, then returns)) 
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Transcript Amy Bridget A d (5:43) 
1.  Addie oh God 
2.  Brianne ((giggles)) 
3.  Addie oh jeez 
4.  Brianne and she’s like  
5.   ‘if he does that do me one more time  
6.   I’ll dump a pan of doughnuts on his head” [((laughs))] 
7.  Addie [((laughs))]  
8.   isn’t that awful? 
9.  Brianne yeah 
10.  Addie not even trust her  
11.   I mean, how often does Sheila call in [sick?] 
12.  Brianne [oh like] never 
13.  Addie this is probably like the [first time] 
14.  Brianne [the second time] maybe 

15.   [yeah] 
16.  Addie [second] time 
17.   (2.0) oh jeez 
18.  Brianne so then they called her tonight  
19.   (1.0) and uhm- 
20.   asked her to work tomorrow 
21.  Addie mhm-mhm 
22.  Brianne and she .. said yes 
23.   but she still doesn’t feel so well 
24.  Addie uh-huh 
25.  Brianne she was so upset 
26.   she was so mad 
27.  Addie I [mean-] 
28.  Brianne [‘cause] you know 
29.   she wasn’t scheduled 
30.   they just called her up  
31.   and asked her to work tomorrow morning 
32.  Addie how often does she work now? 
33.  Brianne uhm- I don’t even know for sure 
34.   [I know=] 
35.  Addie [uh-huh] 
36.  Brianne =she works on weekends [pretty much] 
37.  Addie [uh-huh] 
38.  Brianne and  
39.   she’s gone in a few times before school 
40.   at five thirty [in the morning] 
41.  Addie [no way] 
42.   she [hasn’t] 
43.  Brianne [yeah]  
44.   yeah 
45.  Addie oh my God 
46.  Brianne yep 
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47.  Addie oh man 
48.   (1.5) first of all 
49.   if I were running a store 
50.   that sold food and [my employee=] 
51.  Brianne [YEAH] 
52.  Addie =called me and said she was sick 
53.   I’d have to trust her 
54.   and I would not want her to come [back] 
55.  Brianne [right] 
56.  Addie especially not before her next scheduled time 
57.   I’d want her to decide 
58.   you know? 
59.   I mean  
60.   I wouldn’t want her hanging around my food if she’s sick 
61.  Brianne mhm-mhm 
62.  Addie what kind of a health [standard is that?] 
63.  Brianne [he’s so goofy] 
64.  Addie oh ma::n 
65.  Brianne she-  
66.   okay there was [this lady-] 
67.  Addie [isn’t that] awful? 
68.  Brianne yeah 
69.  Addie oh my God 
70.  Brianne there is this other story too 
71.   this is a good one 
72.  Addie oh 
73.  Brianne uhm .. some lady named Judy or something like that- 
74.  Addie Mom told me that there was a Judy that worked there 
75.  Brianne yeah 
76.   that worked 
77.   ha ha ha like it 
78.  Addie for a while 
79.   ha ha ha 
80.  Brianne yeah 
81.   the- uhm- she-  
82.   okay apparently- 
83.   wha- was it something like  
84.   (2.0) she had a hair appointment? 
85.  Addie uh-huh 
86.  Brianne I don’t know  
87.   I don’t know the whole story but- 
88.   I don’t know she- she was late for work 
89.   or something like [this] 
90.  Addie [mhm-mhm] 
91.  Brianne or she’d told them in advance  
92.   that she had this appointment 
93.   and she wasn’t gonna be in on time 
94.   I don’t know 
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95.  Addie mhm-mhm 
96.  Brianne but anyway  
97.   the deal was 
98.   that Astrid did not let her forget it for two weeks 
99.   she- she went around the store bitching about it 
100.   ‘yeah she had a hair appointment I bet’ 
101.   or something like ‘oh-’ you know 
102.   ‘maybe I should get my hair done today’ 
103.   or some [snotty things like that] 
104.  Addie [hhh oh my God] 
105.   oh jeez= 
106.  Brianne =and Sheila’s like  
107.   (1.5) you know 
108.   she’s like 
109.   ‘I don’t even want to be sick  
110.   because I don’t want to hear her bitch about it 
111.   [for two weeks afterwards=]’ 
112.  Addie [oh NO:::] 
113.  Brianne =you know? 
114.  Addie oh 
115.   (1.5) isn’t that awful? 
116.  Brianne yeah 
117.   I don’t know if things ever change 
118.   he he 
119.  Addie no 
120.   apparently not 
121.   they are never gonna change= 
122.  Brianne =never 
123.  Addie she’s [crazy] 
124.  Brianne [people are always] gonna keep quitting 
125.  Addie mhm-mhm 
126.  Brianne that Laurie girl quit like a [long time=] 
127.  Addie [mhm-mhm] 
128.  Brianne =ago Sheila said 
129.  Addie and Judy’s quit too by now 
130.  Brianne Judy yeah 
131.   who else? 
132.  Addie and- uhm .. well Cindy .. tried it 
133.   she was .. [there=] 
134.  Brianne [oh yeah] 
135.  Addie =two different times= 
136.  Brianne yeah 
137.  Addie =and left the second time too 
138.  Brianne mhm-mhm 
139.  Addie (1.0) mhm-mhm 
140.   (1.0) oh God 
141.  Brianne this is crazy 
142.  Addie well .. it will never get any better 
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143.   (1.0) it’s always gonna be the same 
144.   (2.0) ma::n 
145.  Brianne (2.0) that’s just a case and a half 
146.  Addie oh God ((laughing)) 
147.  Brianne now someone heard that her and Gunther were-  
148.   they w-they were on the rocks [with their marriage=] 
149.  Addie [oh ma::n] 
150.  Brianne =or something 
151.  Addie I thought they are 
152.   well they were before  
153.   but I mean- 
154.   well I mean they- 
155.   I’ve never seen them really getting along [right] 
156.  Brianne [yeah] well ((laughing)) 
157.  Addie (1) and after this- this bakery .. bit here 

158.   [I mean-] 

159.  Brianne [mhm-mhm] 

160.  Addie they have not gotten any better 
161.   and now they have to spend more time together 
162.  Brianne hi hi 
163.  Addie I mean Gunther has to work out in the front now=  
164.  Brianne =Gunther? ((imitating pronunciation)) [((laughs))] 
165.  Addie [Gunther]  
166.   he has to work out in the front 
167.  Brianne really? 
168.  Addie yes 
169.   because I was-  
170.   oh God 
171.   Mom and Grandma we went shopping the other day  
172.   and they’re like ‘come [on’] 
173.  Brianne [Grandma Kerry?] 
174.  Addie no no 
175.  Brianne Grandma [Helen?] 
176.  Addie [Grandma] Helen ((laughs)) 
177.  Brianne ((laughs)) yeah 
178.  Addie Grandma Helen and Mom and I went shopping 
179.   and uh-  
180.   then we had a snack there ((giggling)) 
181.  Brianne o:::h 
182.  Addie it was the first time I’d been back 
183.  Brianne was she there? 
184.  Addie she was there and he was [there] 
185.  Brianne [did she-] did she say hi to you  
186.   [or something like that?] 
187.  Addie [no I kind of ] avoided her= 
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188.  Brianne =oh [well] 
189.  Addie [and] she didn’t see me 
190.   but he was there serv- uh-  
191.   Gunther was was serving 
192.  Brianne did they ask you for a change? ((laughs)) 
193.  Addie I don’t know 
194.   Mom paid 
195.   I’m sure they [did=] 
196.  Brianne [ha ha ha] 
197.  Addie =they still do it 
198.   they do it 
199.  Brianne that was so funny in your letter 
200.   I was cracking up so hard 
201.   Christina was like ‘what’s so funny?’ 
202.   I’m like ‘oh I can’t even tell you 
203.   ‘cause you won’t even think that was funny but-’ 
204.  Addie ((laughing)) well which one was it?  
205.   when I told you about Mom and the change?= 
206.  Brianne =yeah 
207.   huh [huh huh] 
208.  Addie [the one ] when she gave her a five dollar bill? 
209.  Brianne yeah 
210.   [and she=] 
211.  Addie [and-] 
212.  Brianne =she promptly .. freaked= 
213.  Addie =and she freaked out  
214.   because she didn’t have enough change to give her 
215.   Mom gave her the five ‘and the change  
216.   to go with it-’ [((giggles))] 
217.  Brianne [((giggles))] she didn’t [have enough ones or whatever] 
218.  Addie [‘that’s an awful lot of change] to give back” ((laughs)) 
219.   oh my God 
220.  Brianne oh  
221.   what a terrible business [practice it is] 
222.  Addie [I know]  
223.   oh aren’t they awful? 
224.  Brianne of all the things she freaks out about 
225.  Addie I know 
226.  Brianne and she doesn’t freak out about that 
227.  Addie oh 
228.   (2.0) ((laughs)) that’s just the worst 
229.  Brianne oh 
230.  Addie and then there were- the Long John men were in there too 
231.  Brianne ((laughs)) Long John men 
232.  Addie ((squieks)) 
233.  Brianne nothing’s changed= 
234.  Addie =no 
235.   no[thing’s changed] 
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236.  Brianne [we could leave] for [five years] 
237.  Addie [except with Gunther] serving now 
238.  Brianne Gunther [((laughs))] 
239.  Addie [((laughs))] 
240.  Brianne jeez 
241.  Addie you know that name has evolved now 
242.   I hear Mom say ‘Gunther” 
243.   ((laughs)) 
244.  Brianne hi hi hi Goother 
245.  Addie like o:::[k?] 
246.  Brianne [Gunther] ((laughs)) 
247.   o::h 
248.  Addie ((laughs)) that name 
249.   (1.0) o:h jeez 
250.   (2.0) o:h  
 

Transcript Amy Bridget A e (10.08) 
1. Addie ((laughs)) that name 
2.  (1.0) o:h jeez 
3.  (2.0) o:h  
4.  I can’t believe it 
5.  I was downtown today briefly 
6. Brianne really? 
7. Addie it was awful 
8. Brianne [really?] 
9. Addie [with] people everywhere 
10. Brianne .hhh u:h 
11.  I’m gonna go down tomorrow morning 
12. Addie everywh- yeah? 
13. Brianne take () leave  
14. Addie yeah 
15. Brianne there is this ring that I wanted in one of the antique shops 
16. Addie uh-huh 
17. Brianne that I never got last time 
18.  so- 
19. Addie uh-huh 
20. Brianne (1.5) I want to look for something for Christina for Christmas 
21. Addie uh-[huh] 
22. Brianne [some]thing like that 
23. Addie mhm-mhm 
24. Brianne (2.5) so- 
25. Addie yeah 
26.  (1.5) I don’t know how to handle that 
27.  I mean I have some really good friends 
28. Brianne (1.0) yeah= 
29. Addie =you know 
30.  and I’d like to get them something 
31.  but I don’t have don’t have a lot of money  
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32.  to get everybody something you know?= 
33. Brianne =see we’re just-  
34.  well I wanted- I was gonna look in- uhm- 
35.  what is it Bogie’s Antiques? 
36. Addie oh yeah 
37. Brianne ‘cause they  
38.  sometimes have like sea–weed balls and like= 
39. Addie oh yeah 
40. Brianne =tea cups or something [like-] 
41. Addie [uh-huh] 
42. Brianne this is something you know  
43.  she knows it’s second hand of course 
44.  but- 
45. Addie mhm-mhm 
46. Brianne [you know?] 
47. Addie [antique] things= 
48. Brianne =uh-huh 
49.  uhm- we’re just getting each other  
50.  not- we’re not good at buying stuff 
51. Addie uh-huh 
52. Brianne like  
53.  for instance like our friend Peter= 
54. Addie uh-huh 
55. Brianne =uhm  
56.  for him we’re gonna do- 
57.  we’re giving like joint gifts to  
58. Addie uh-huh 
59. Brianne to some people 
60.  we’re gonna like- uhm-  
61.  (1.5) well- I don’t know- 
62.  he has this thing with our lip sticks [you know] 
63. Addie [uh-huh] 
64. Brianne you know  
65.  ‘oh Brianne do you have your cherry berry?’ 
66. Addie [((laughs))] 
67. Brianne [he has] all kinds of names you know? 
68. Addie uh-huh 
69. Brianne like ‘your cherry berry on today?’ 
70. Addie ((laughs)) 
71. Brianne and then-  
72.  so this one time when we went into his room 
73.  and we all kissed his wall 
74. Addie [o:h no] ((squeaking)) 
75. Brianne [so he’s] got all our lipsticks on his wall 
76. Addie ((laughs)) 
77. Brianne ((laughs)) and-  
78.  so we’re gonna do this- 
79.  like get some really nice paper 
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80.  like some kind of rice paper or [something] 
81. Addie [uh-huh] 
82. Brianne and we’re gonna do like a lip mural 
83.  a [lip study] 
84. Addie [o:::h cool] 
85. Brianne and- and we’re gonna put like  
86.  all the different kinds of lipstick on it 
87.  put like different colored lips-  
88.  and like [different=] 
89. Addie [((laughs))] 
90. Brianne impressions and stuff [all over it=] 
91. Addie [((laughs))] 
92. Brianne =like- like a mural [thing] 
93. Addie [oh cool] 
94. Brianne so that’s- 
95. Addie you are going [red] 
96. Brianne [without feeling] guilty 
97.  ((laughing)) yeah I did think it up 
98.  ((laughs)) 
99. Addie ((laughs)) oh [jeez] 
100. Brianne [just l-] just like-  
101.  goofy stuff like that 
102. Addie [yeah] 
103. Brianne [I think] it’s even better than buy- you know? 
104. Addie mhm-mhm 
105. Brianne it’s fun and it’s 
106. Addie yeah 
107. Brianne heart-  
108.  it’s from the heart= 
109. Addie from the heart 
110.  that’s right 
111.  ((giggles)) oh yeah 
112.  (2.0) I don’t know 
113.  am I gonna make or am I gonna buy something 
114. Brianne mhm-mhm 
115. Addie (1.5) I don’t know 
116. Brianne (2.0) yeah 
117. Addie (1.5) I don’t know 
118.  (2.0) even birthdays I don’t know what I’m supposed to do 

[you know?] 
119. Brianne [mhm-mhm] 
120. Addie I’d love to get everybody [something=] 
121. Brianne [yeah] 
122. Addie =every time 
123. Brianne =oh yeah 
124. Addie but I can’t afford it  
125.  and they can’t afford to give me things back 
126. Brianne [right] 
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127. Addie [I mean] I don’t expect things back 
128.  and then they’ll feel bad if they can’t  
129.  and- 
130.  oh jeez that’s just a pain [you know?] 
131. Brianne [yeah] 
132.  it’s- for right now 
133.  it’s really kind of- leave it alone 
134. Addie I know 
135.  yeah 
136.  and I’m certain that I could overdo it 
137. Brianne uh-huh 
138.  I- I- I didn’t know what to get for Moira at all 
139. Addie yeah 
140. Brianne and I- 
141. Addie what did you get her then? 
142. Brianne oh God 
143.  I ended up getting her uhm- a at one store 
144.  I got her uhm-  
145.  a candle holder 
146. Addie oh 
147. Brianne and it’s uhm .. it’s marble  
148.  like a green marble 
149. Addie uh-huh 
150. Brianne it it looks r-  
151.  I mean i- it was like twenty-five 
152. Addie uh-huh 
153. Brianne but it looks really expensive 
154. Addie oh [yeah] 
155. Brianne [you know]  
156.  and it’s got like uhm-  
157.  two at the top like (1.0) glass discs [around it] 
158. Addie [uh-huh] 
159. Brianne; and just- you know 
160.  they come out like half an inch from the actual .. [marble] 
161. Addie [oh yeah] 
162. Brianne and then they’re kind of a tinted green glass 
163. Addie [uh-huh] 
164. Brianne [and it-] it looks really modern you know  
165.  like ho- the way she described the decor of her place so= 
166. Addie [uh-huh] 
167. Brianne [=I hope] that it .. goes [with the place] 
168. Addie [mhm-mhm] 
169. Brianne I don’t know 
170. Addie (2.0) I don’t know what I could get her either if I go 
171. Brianne I have no idea 
172. Addie I don’t know 
173. Brianne (2.0) like I can’t afford to get something really expensive [you 

know] 
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174. Addie [I know] 
175.  you should spend most of your money on the .. outfit to wear= 
176. Brianne [a:h yeah] 
177. Addie [=for the] thing 
178. Brianne (2.0) I don’t know 
179.  (3.0) well 
180. Addie (2.0) Mom’s like  
181.  ‘what- what’s she gonna do- 
182.  how’s she gonna get all this stuff back home?” 
183. Brianne I kno:w 
184. Addie I mean like toasters and stuff 
185.  [(laughs))] 
186. Brianne [she will] have to have stuff shipped down their major 
187. Addie oh man 
188.  I know it’s expensive 
189. Brianne yeah 
190. Addie (2.0) wow ((laughing)) (2.0) oh jeez 
191. Brianne you know like the glassware that she has?  
192.  the china? 
193. Addie oh yeah? 
194.  (2.0) really? 
195. Brianne well she got that china set from-  
196.  I think from her grandma 
197. Addie oh man 
198. Brianne twelve pieces or something 
199. Addie oh [jeez] 
200. Brianne [Horwood’s] china 
201. Addie (2.0) oh wow 
202. Brianne yeah 
203. Addie (4.0) oh man 
204. Brianne I don’t think it will be fun 
205.  ((giggling)) 
206. Addie yeah 
207.  how’s sh-  
208.  have you talked to her 
209.  since you’ve been home? 
210. Brianne I talked to her uhm-  
211.  (1.0) she’s in Chicago now 
212. Addie oh 
213. Brianne at her grandparents’ 
214.  uhm- they have been living there 
215. Addie uh-huh 
216. Brianne she’s supposed to get back tonight 
217.  but late tonight 
218. Addie uh-huh ((yawning)) 
219. Brianne I probably won’t see her 
220.  she might call 
221. Addie uh-huh ((yawning)) 
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222. Brianne but I might just have to leave the gift ha ha  
223.  or- .. leave it at the house so she can pick it up 
224. Addie mhm-mhm 
225. Brianne but uhm .. I talked to her on .. like (1.0) Tuesday or something 

like that 
226. Addie mhm-mhm 
227. Brianne on Monday or Tuesday 
228. Addie mhm-mhm 
229. Brianne yeah 
230.  so .. nothing really new 
231. Addie no? 
232. Brianne she quit her job and- 
233. Addie oh yeah? 
234. Brianne yeah 
235.  she was- you know with Medical Territory 
236. Addie mhm-mhm 
237. Brianne she quit that and .. she’s kind of just getting herself organized 
238. Addie mhm-mhm 
239.  (2.0) mhm-mhm= 
240. Brianne =yeah 
241. Addie (2.0) well I hope everything goes well 
242. Brianne mhm-mhm 
243. Addie he he 
244. Brianne (2.0) he was supposed to come up I guess like for a week 
245. Addie yeah? 
246. Brianne and  uhm then he couldn’t  
247.  ‘cause of business 
248. Addie oh yeah 
249. Brianne so he won’t be up to the wedding 
250. Addie o::h 
251. Brianne (2.0) it would kind of be weird meeting him 
252. Addie yeah 
253. Brianne Go:d I mean- ((laughing)) 
254. Addie I know it 
255. Brianne after all this talk 
256. Addie yeah 
257. Brianne ALL THIS TALK 
258.  [((laughs))] 
259. Addie [all this talk] 
260.  lots o’ talk 
261. Brianne right 
262. Addie ((laughs)) (1.0) yeah 
263. Brianne can’t wait ((laughs)) 
264. Addie I guess 
265.  yeah ((laughs)) 
266. Brianne the man 
267. Addie the man 
268. Brianne the legend 
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269. Addie all we’re waiting for 
270. Brianne really 
271. Addie oh jeez 
272.  (2.0) she hasn’t called or written to me  
273.  and I haven’t called or written to her 
274. Brianne mhm-mhm 
275. Addie I haven’t talked to her for ages 
276.  (2.0) oh I don’t know 
277.  (3.0) ((laughs)) one of those things 
278. Brianne yeah 
279. Addie just turns out that way 
280.  (2.0) she invited me 
281.  so I [guess=] 
282. Brianne [yeah] 
283. Addie =she must want me to go 
284. Brianne sure 
285. Addie ((laughs)) (4.0) Amanda didn’t come upstairs 
286.  she came in 
287. Brianne ((laughs)) 
288. Addie ‘I don’t want to go up there 
289.  I don’t want to see those girls’ 
290.  ((laughs)) she was gone playing at her friend’s house the 

whole day 
291. Brianne oh right 
292. Addie mhm-mhm 
293.  I haven’t seen her all day 
294. Brianne me too 
295. Addie she was gone when I got up 
296.  of course I didn’t get up till ten o’clock 
297. Brianne she’s a busy woman 
298. Addie I know she’s busy 
299. Brianne she is 
300.  she’s got a lot of friends she’s got to see 
301.  making the round 
302. Addie making the round  
303.  that’s right 
304.  ((laughs)) (2.0) I was watching TV late in the night 
305.  I’ve been sleeping a lot since [I came home] 
306. Brianne [((laughs))] that’s good 
307.  I I didn’t have a restful vacation at all 
308. Addie no? 
309. Brianne no 
310. Addie I’ve got work to do 
311.  (1.0) I’ve got to read Richard III still 
312.  I’ve read [most of it like-] 
313. Brianne [I’ve got a paper to write] 
314.  did I do it? 
315.  [no] 
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316. Addie [no] ((laughs)) 
317. Brianne I’ll do that in the motel room [tomorrow night ((laughs))] 
318. Addie [((laughs))] oh goody 
319. Brianne mhm-mhm 
320. Addie that- that’ll work well 
321. Brianne oh- 
322. Addie could be doing it now of course 
323. Brianne uh-huh 
324.  I could but I wouldn’t be anyway [((laughs))] 
325. Addie [((laughs))]  
326.  no 
327. Brianne it’s the music  
328.  it’s the concert report 
329. Addie oh 
330. Brianne I had gone to a concert 
331. Addie mhm-mhm 
332. Brianne and I have to write a five page paper about it 
333. Addie five page- 
334. Brianne actually and there’s another one [too=] 
335. Addie [oh no] 
336. Brianne =we have two due at the end- by Friday 
337. Addie yuck 
338. Brianne yuck 
339.  oh 
340.  when am I going to have time to go see another one?  
341.  of course I had a quarter TO DO THIS [and=] 
342. Addie [of course] ((laughing)) 
343. Brianne =I really shouldn’t complain 
344.  but- 
345. Addie no 
346. Brianne but uhm .. you know? ha ha 
347. Addie yeah 
348. Brianne but mostly I’ve no other papers due 
349.  [it’s just=] 
350. Addie [yeah] 
351. Brianne =studying 
352. Addie yeah 
353. Brianne so 
354. Addie that’s good 
355. Brianne and this won’t even-  
356.  I mean I’m making to big of a deal out of it 
357.  ‘cause this teacher’s like  
358.  ‘this is just you know a basic music class 
359.  it’s not an honors’ 
360.  you know 
361. Addie uh-huh 
362. Brianne you know philosophical= 
363. Addie uh-huh 
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364. Brianne =study or anything 
365. Addie uh-huh 
366. Brianne so- 
367. Addie uh-huh 
368. Brianne so like it doesn’t have to be anything big 
369.  just= 
370. Addie yeah 
371. Brianne =what we thought of the show 
372. Addie UH-HUH 
373. Brianne and then I’m totally= 
374. Addie uh-huh 
375. Brianne =making it into some big thing= 
376. Addie ((laughs)) 
377. Brianne =which I shouldn’t because [it’s like-] 
378. Addie [uh-huh] 
379. Brianne if I keep doing that I will have a hard time getting done 
380. Addie so just do it 
381. Brianne right 
382. Addie yeah 
383.  yeah 
384.  I know 
385.  it happens that way 
386.  (1.5) I got my-  
387.  I signed up for my classes for next [semester] 
388. Brianne [yeah] 
389.  what are you taking? 
390. Addie I s- I have uhm English 300 which is uhm uh  
391.  advanced essay writing 
392. Brianne mhm cool 
393. Addie my next step 
394.  (2.0) and uh .. then I took uhm  
395.  Russian culture and literature 
396. Brianne mhm::: 
397. Addie which is cool it’s- 
398. Brianne sounds good 
399. Addie yeah 
400.  it’s taught in English [and=] 
401. Brianne [uh-huh] 
402. Addie it’s just- it’s gonna be some history I think= 
403. Brianne oh [yeah] 
404. Addie [=‘cause] you know it’s  
405.  the background of the writers I think 
406. Brianne mhm-mhm 
407. Addie and then some of the- some of the writings 
408.  I don’t know what that will be 
409.  that’s pretty cool 
410. Brianne mhm-mhm 
411. Addie and then I have my last Spanish semester 
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412. Brianne mhm:: 
413. Addie for my bachelor of arts 
414. Brianne is this like Spanish 2? 
415. Addie it’ll be Spanish (1.0) 4 
416. Brianne o:::h= 
417. Addie actually 
418. Brianne =God 
419. Addie so that’ll- 
420. Brianne what did you go into?  
421.  (1.0) I mean- 
422.  you didn’t have to take that long 
423. Addie I got out of the first semester 
424. Brianne okay 
425. Addie I took the second semester last semester [102] 
426. Brianne [mhm-mhm] 
427. Addie and I’m in 201 
428. Brianne mhm-mhm 
429. Addie and next semester I’ll have 202 
430.  so it’s- you know  
431.  it’s four in- 
432.  but not four years just [the=] 
433. Brianne [uh-huh] 
434. Addie =fourth semester 
435. Brianne so .. did you still have the book ‘como se dice’?  
436.  or do you’’’ 
437. Addie I do  
438.  I still have ‘como se dice due’ 
439. Brianne o::h right 
440.  ((break in tape; inaudible until end of side A)) 

 
Transcript Amy Bridget B a (10.36) 

1. Brianne and uhm 
2. Addie yeah 
3. Brianne I mean 
4.  do you know what, I mean?= 
5. Addie =yeah 
6. Brianne I’m not saying he-, I mean 
7. Addie yeah. 
8. Brianne we- we didn’t learn anything 
9. Addie but- 
10. Brianne =but he was just 
11. Addie he was-  
12. Brianne he wasn't good at (night) 
13. Addie yeah 
14.  wherever you were  
15.  then that's what you learned 
16. Brianne he was real down to earth guy, you know 
17.  like you could talk to him= 
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18. Addie uh-huh 
19. Brianne =you know like  
20.  ‘profesor,  
21.  can you drop our lowest quiz?’ ((laughs)) 
22. Addie ((laughs)) 
23. Brianne you know 
24. Addie you have- you know like ‘o::h sure’ 
25. Brianne it was like ‘what’ ((laughs)) 
26. Addie ((laughs)) 
27. Brianne (2.0) yeah 
28.  I don’t know  
29.  ‘cause he takes- 
30.  every year he takes the group- 
31.  we have a study abroad 
32.  our- our study abroad lasts for a quarter 
33. Addie oh yeah 
34. Brianne not for a year 
35.  so uhm= 
36. Addie uh-huh 
37. Brianne =and every year he takes the group down to Mexico 
38. Addie o:h cool 
39. Brianne and now I have somebody else from the Spanish department  
40.  and I hear they’re all really- 
41. Addie oh [no] 
42. Brianne [they’re] more women 
43.  they’re actually more women 
44.  and they’re kind of bitchy people= 
45. Addie [((laughs))] 
46. Brianne [=and they’re] really tough  
47.  I really don’t know 
48.  ((laughing)) 
49. Addie ((laughs)) 
50. Brianne ‘cause I mean  
51.  he never made us do anything like 
52.  we didn’t do anything out of a textbook 
53. Addie [((giggles))] 
54. Brianne [we] never had like homework 
55.  you know those lessons and stuff? 
56. Addie oh yeah 
57. Brianne all we had to do was the workbook and= 
58. Addie [uh-huh] 
59. Brianne [=vocab] 
60. Addie uh-huh 
61. Brianne and- and those we’d only do like every other week ((laughs)) 
62. Addie ((laughs)) 
63. Brianne and-  
64.  but you know we had quizzes 
65.  we had like four or five quizzes 
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66. Addie mhm-mhm 
67. Brianne throughout the quarter 
68. Addie mhm-mhm 
69. Brianne so you- it’s like you had to study and- [you know=]  
70. Addie [mhm-mhm] 
71. Brianne =if you didn’t you’d do very bad= 
72. Addie yeah 
73. Brianne =in these quizzes 
74.  but .. you know as far as homework he really did- 
75. Addie hi hi 
76. Brianne it would just be like a look over these pages= 
77. Addie uh-huh 
78. Brianne =and then we’d go over it in class 
79. Addie uh-huh 
80. Brianne ((laughs)) 
81. Addie ((laughs)) that’s cool oh that’s cool 
82. Brianne you know it’s like  
83.  you can really see how another teacher can make it really 

hard= 
84. Addie ((squeaks)) 
85. Brianne =giving lots of assignments in that book and stuff 
86. Addie oh no 
87. Brianne arrgh 
88. Addie arrgh (1.0) yeah 
89.  so I have one more semester left 
90. Brianne mhm-mhm 
91. Addie that I have to have you know 
92.  (1.0) then I have- uhm  
93.  what else did I take?  
94.  I took philosophy 101 
95. Brianne mhm-mhm 
96. Addie it’s introduction to philosophy 
97.  that’s kind of interesting 
98. Brianne I’ve had it last year 
99. Addie yeah 
100  (1.0) because uhm I have  
101  all these different friends now that discuss philosophy [a lot] 
102Brianne [mhm-mhm] 
103Addie constantly 
104  ‘cause my friend Tom  
105  like I don’t know  
106  he’s kind of a friend to a person 
107  who lives next door to this .. Mike guy 
108  who’s a philosophy major 
109Brianne o:::h ha ha [ha ha] 
110Addie [and they] discuss all this stuff constantly 
111  you know 
112  so I figured  
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113  ‘oh I got to learn about [this=] 
114Brianne [o:h yeah] 
115Addie =it’s interesting’  
116  and another friend Brian who’s really into it 
117  so I got to do that 
118  but it’ll be kind of cool 
119Brianne mhm-mhm 
120Addie I don’t- I don’t think it’ll be real tough 
121Brianne no 
122Addie 100’s just introductory level 
123Brianne yeah 
124Addie but I think I’ll learn something 
125Brianne like the basics 
126Addie yeah 
127  I’d really like to 
128  (1.0) and read a little of their work and stuff 
129Brianne mhm-mhm 
130Addie so that’s cool 
131  and then uhm  
132  what else- 
133  what else do I have to read 
134  (2.0) I don’t remember 
135  (2.0) you know  
136  (2.0) I could get into a journalism class 
137Brianne yeah 
138Addie ‘cause I want to kind of get into that a little bit 
139Brianne mhm-mhm 
140Addie not that I want to be journalism major 
141  maybe a minor? 
142Brianne yeah 
143Addie ‘cause I think it would be good to have a practical .. 

background= 
144Brianne mhm-mhm 
145Addie =of writing too 
146  not just uhm read literature 
147Brianne mhm-mhm 
148Addie but some practical writing 
149  I think that would be cool 

150Brianne yeah 

151Addie I don’t think I’ll declare a major 
152Brianne yeah 
153Addie yeah 
154Addie that’s four. 
155  I’ve got some more 
156  I want to be into that 
157Brianne ((laughs)) 
158Brianne is there a (science)? 
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159Addie no no 
160Brianne uhm .. uhm well 
161Addie no  
162  (3.0) I only took one of those 
163Brianne geography religion 
164  he he uhm uh- 
165Addie no religion 
166Brianne no? 
167Addie no no 
168Brianne uhm how- 
169Addie let’s see 
170Brianne ((laughs)) computer science? 
171Addie oh God no ((laughs)) 
172Brianne ((laughs)) uhm- 
173Addie not that or anything like that 
174Brianne social science? 
175Addie I need some of that  
176  but I didn’t take one yet 
177Brianne (1.5) oh man I kept it but I can’t remember it 
178  (3.0) it’ll come to me 
179  (3.0) ((laughs)) women’s studies? [((laugh))] 
180Addie [oh no ((laughs)) 
181  I don’t think I will do that] 
182Brianne ((laughing)) well we’ve gone through all but the  
183  communications? 
184Addie no 
185  uh-uh ((meaning no)) 
186Brianne arts? ((laughs)) 
187Addie see  
188  I got class- Monday Wednesday and Friday I got- 
189  uhm .. Spanish .. and journalism 
190  (2.0) and then Wednesday afternoon I got journalism la:b 
191  [and Wednesday night I have-] 
192Brianne [o::h la::b] 
193Addie Wednesday night I have-  
194  uh (3.0) well (2.0) Russian 
195Brianne mhm:: 
196Addie mhm-mhm 
197  and Tuesday and Thursday I have English 
198Brianne and philosophy?  
199  (1.0) that’s four isn’t it? 
200Addie uh-uh ((meaning no)) 
201  that’s [five] 
202Brianne [‘cause] you didn’t say Russian before 
203Addie yeah I did Russian culture and literature 
204Brianne o:::h 
205  [ okay)] 
206Addie [that one] 
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207  you weren’t counting that one? 
208Brianne I- I no 
209  I forgot you said it 
210Addie OH OKAY 
211Brianne I’m sorry 
212Addie so that wasn’t in there 
213Brianne that’s five 
214Addie so it was five then? 
215Brianne right 
216Addie okay 
217  that’s it 
218Brianne it was my fault 
219Addie I’m trying to think of what else I took 
220  I think it-  
221  (1.0) ‘okay but-’ 
222Brianne ((laughs)) 
223Addie but- 
224Brianne ‘cause you said that’s like first= 
225Addie yeah 
226Brianne =and then we were talking about [(fifty million other things)] 
227Addie [then=] 
228Brianne ((laughs)) 
229Addie =you lost it 
230Brianne ((laughs)) I forgot about it 
231Addie yeah 
232  yeah 
233Brianne okay 
234  it’s okay [then] 
235Addie [okay] 
236  that’s five 
237  so it’s plenty ((laughs)) 
238Brianne that’s good and plenty 
239Addie that’s good and plenty 
240  some people take six 
241Brianne hhhh well 
242Addie there are those who take eighteen hours 
243  but that‘s too much for [me] 
244Brianne [mhm-mhm] 
245Addie I haven’t done it yet and I don’t plan to 
246  yet I’m thinking of-  
247  (1.5) especially if I take at least two classes this summer  
248  and I’m thinking of only taking four next fall 
249Brianne uh-huh ((yawning)) 
250Addie because of .. maybe working 
251  and also being involved in the election 
252  and what else 
253  my first year in an apartment 
254Brianne mhm-mhm 
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255Addie you know?  
256  and so that’s a lot 
257  I think that I’m maybe taking twelve 
258  but then I’d have to be sure to take more the next [summer=] 
259Brianne [yeah] 
260  =too 
261Addie I wouldn’t be able to go anywhere else 
262  but- 
263  I don’t know 
264  well I suppose I could go somewhere else as long as it was a-  
265  a foreign study thing 
266Brianne mhm-mhm 
267Addie I mean that sounds cool 
268  I’d like to= 
269Brianne yeah 
270Addie =study abroad or something 
271  but I don’t know 
272  if I can afford it or if I want to do that then 
273Brianne uh-huh 
274Addie but  
275  it would have to be something for credit ‘cause 
276  I want to .. graduate on time 
277Brianne mhm-mhm 
278Addie and I’m thinking  
279  maybe in my spring semester 
280  in my s- senior year  
281  there’s gonna be twelve also 
282Brianne mhm-mhm 
283Addie so I’d have to go both summers 
284Brianne mhm-mhm 
285Addie I’m thinking about doing it that way though 
286  (2.0) so .. you know  
287  we’ll see 
288Brianne mhm-mhm 
289Addie (2.0) hhh but-  
290  (2.0) I’m doing pretty well though 
291  with classes this semester I’m like okay 
292Brianne you know 
293  I’m like border line 
294  I’m in .. almost all my subjects between A and B 
295Addie o:h that’s cool= 
296Brianne =goo- good border 
297Addie good border 
298  I mean it’s better than B and C and C [and D] 
299Brianne [oh yeah] 
300  so I have to do really well on my final 
301  or I’ll-  
302  or I’ll get the B and I think ‘oh man-’ 
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303Addie could use the A right? 
304Brianne yes 
305Addie hold up 
306Brianne definitely 
307Addie yeah. 
308  (1.0) that would be a good GPA 
309Brianne mhm-[mhm] 
310Addie [you’d get-]  
311  I mean you’re bound to get some of them .. turn into As 
312Brianne yeah I hope two 
313Addie mhm-mhm 
314Brianne the other two I’m kind of … not counting on= 
315Addie mhm-mhm 
316Brianne in a way  
317Addie mhm-mhm 
318Brianne but uhm- philosophy and 
319Addie mhm-mhm 
320Brianne Spanish I hope 
321  it would be SAD if I didn’t make really 
322Addie yeah 
323Brianne (3.0) so next- next quarter I have next year 
324  o:h yeah it will be next year 
325  [((laughs))] 
326Addie [it will]  be next year 
327Brianne okay 
328Addie [uh-huh] 
329Brianne [uh-huh] I have .. Spanish ‘cause I’m taking another year 
330Addie uh-huh 
331Brianne in sequence 
332Addie uh-huh 
333Brianne and then uhm  
334  (2.0) what else do I have? 
335  oh I have sculpture 
336Addie mhm-mhm 
337Brianne uhm ancient medieval art history 
338Addie mh-mhm 
339Brianne and … uhm existential philosophy ((laughs)) 
340Addie o:h cool 
341Brianne it’s a 200 level uhm philosophy class 
342Addie o:h 
343Brianne ‘cause I had my .. basic one last year 
344Addie uh-huh 
345  so you liked it sort of then? 
346Brianne well .. not really that but= 
347Addie yeah 
348Brianne =like- I can get into existentialism now 
349  (1.0) but- 
350Addie that’ll be neat then 
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351Brianne mhm-mhm 
352Addie that sounds cool 
353Brianne mhm-mhm 
354Addie yeah 
355Brianne (2.0) the only major requirement is the art classes= 
356Addie mhm-mhm 
357Brianne =you know?  
358  getting that out of the way 
359Addie mhm-mhm 
360Brianne (1.5) I shouldn’t think like getting it out of the way 
361  it’s my major I mean 
362  in a way though 
363Addie mhm-mhm 
364Brianne we have to take all these-  
365  uhm we have to take the basic studio 
366  so I mean what’s- 
367Addie I think a lot of art students bitch about those classes= 
368Brianne [yeah] 
369Addie [=they] have to take it first 
370  like Frank’s an art major  
371  and he doesn’t like taking those classes 
372Brianne I mean I had to take drawing of course 
373  I don’t draw 
374Addie mhm-mhm 
375Brianne I just don’t  
376  I mean [it’s-] 
377Addie [uh-huh] 
378Brianne I ha- I know I have no talent in drawing [you know?] 
379Addie [uh-huh] 
380Brianne and-  
381  I mean I suppose that’s a bad attitude= ((laughing)) 
382Addie ((laughs)) 
383Brianne =but- but  
384  you know I- 
385  it’s not what I want to do 
386Addie uh-huh 
387Brianne and-  
388  (2.0) it’s- I= 
389Addie yeah 
390Brianne =really don’t feel how it’s helping me in a way 
391Addie yeah 
392Brianne and- 
393Addie Frank had like two years of design 
394Brianne mhm-mhm 
395Addie and he didn’t like that 
396Brianne I had that last year and I hated it 
397  and so now I have to take- uhm 
398  3d design and last year I tried 2d 
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399  so I’ve to take this 3d= 
400Addie uh-[huh] 
401Brianne [it’s] required 
402  I have to take sculpture 
403  sculpture I think I might like 
404Addie uh-huh 
405Brianne though 
406  and then uhm painting 
407Addie oh good 
408Brianne I DON’T PAINT EITHER 
409Addie ((laughs)) 
410Brianne uhm- 
411Addie ((laughs)) 
412Brianne what else do I have to do  
413  (2.0) something else= 
414Addie =what about life drawing? 
415Brianne uhm- we kind of had-  
416  we had a section on figure drawing 
417  and we had a model 
418Addie uh-[huh] 
419Brianne [it] was really weird 
420  we had her come= 
421Addie huh-huh 
422Brianne =I think about two weeks ago 
423  and then (1.0) we did some figure drawing ha ha 
424Addie ha ha 
425Brianne yeah 
426  everyone was kind of like  
427  ‘oh my God we can’t believe it’ we- 
428  you know it’s DePaul you know? 
429Addie uh-huh 
430Brianne we feel like we are in art school now ha ha ha 
431Addie ha ha ha 
432Brianne ((coughs)) 
433Addie yeah 
434  Frank has that for a whole semester 
435  like [uhm-] 
436Brianne [oh] wow 
437Addie nude models and [stuff] 
438Brianne [yeah] he he yep 
439  (1.0) and it was really weird because uhm-  
440  then like- 
441  just last week we went downtown one night to see a movie 
442Addie uh-huh 
443Brianne and we were sitting in MacDonald’s like= 
444Addie uh-huh 
445Brianne =downtown 
446  waiting for .. our movie 
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447  and we saw her in the MacDonald’s 
448Addie [((laughs))] 
449Brianne [and] it was like  
450  ‘that’s our model’ [((laughs))] 
451Addie [((laughs))] 
452Brianne ‘in clo::thes’ [hu hu we were like=] 
453Addie [oh my God] ((laughing)) 
454Brianne =‘oh wow’ [it was-] 
455Addie [((laughs))] 
456Brianne it was really weird 
457Addie u:h huh 
458Brianne but it was her 
459  he he 
460Addie oh no 
461  weird 
462Brianne I mean that’s weird when you run [into=]  
463Addie [mhm-mhm] 
464Brianne =somebody in Chicago 
465  you know like [that] 
466Addie [yeah] yeah 
467Brianne (2.0) I mean  
468  I guess it’s not that weird 
469  but I mean it’s just not that likely 
470Addie mhm-mhm 
471Brianne like here or [something] ((laughing)) 
472Addie [mhm-mhm]  
473  (2.0) yeah 
474  (1.0) that’s true 
475  (2.0) mhm (2.5) well 
476Brianne (2.0) but now we have this uhm 
477  we have a final project 
478  which is supposed to be like  
479  we can do whatever we want 
480Addie mhm-mhm 
481Brianne but it has to .. try to encompass  
482  all the things that we’ve learned in the quarter 
483Addie a:::h  
484  all the things? ((mocking)) 
485Brianne like we started off with .. value  
486  and then perspective 
487  and (1.0) you know 
488Addie mhm-mhm 
489Brianne whatever color and- 
490Addie uh-huh 
491Brianne all the different aspects have to be covered= 
492Addie uh-huh 
493Brianne =so it sh- it should be incorporated in some kind of .. work= 

((mimiccking voice)) 
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494Addie a::h 
495Brianne =that reflects us  
496  it should also symbolize something= 
497Addie ((giggles)) 
498Brianne =you know of our feelings  
499  and be a part of us 
500Addie uh-[huh] 
501Brianne [you] know like arrgh ha ha ha 
502Addie ‘a::h who ca::res? ’ ((laughing))  
503  yeah 
504Brianne ( ) 
505Addie yeah 
506  that i:s 
507  ((laughing)) 
508Brianne I think we’ll have critique then 
509  we have two-  
510  we have to do two things= 
511Addie mhm-mhm 
512Brianne =and then we’re having critique at her house on Wednesday 

morning 
513  she’s having a brunch  
514  and then we’re going to the studio 
515  and have a [critique] 
516Addie [uh-huh] 
517Brianne and that’s our final 
518Addie o:h [yeah] 
519Brianne [we] don’t have like an exam or anything 
520Addie uh-huh 
521Brianne (2.0) so I'm looking forward to it ((laughs)) 
522Addie uh-huh 
523  ((laughs)) (2.5) oh jeez 
524  I better go and get those tapes out () 
525  ((40 Addie goes to get the tapes, then returns)) 

 
Transcript Amy Bridget Bb (12.04) 

1. Brianne do you have to hand in these tapes? 
2. Addie yeah ((laughs)) 
3. Brianne oh my God 
4. Addie yeah ((both women laugh)) 
5. Brianne that’s funny 
6. Addie yeah 
7.  quite a project 
8. Brianne is it a guy or a- a girl? 
9.  a [a woman teacher?] 
10. Addie [it’s a guy] 
11.  a guy teacher 
12. Brianne a guy 
13.  does he listen to them them all? 
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14. Addie uhm- (1.0) just whatever little part you analyze 
15. Brianne all right 
16. Addie you know 
17. Brianne uh-huh 
18. Addie I haven’t decided what I’m going to do yet 
19.  ha ha  
20.  (1.5) ha ha so he’s always asking me now 
21.  ‘what is your theme? 
22.  have you gotten a theme yet?’ 
23. Brianne [((laughs))] 
24. Addie [‘yes]  
25.  s:::ure s::ure I do’ 
26.  (1.0) Betty Smith is in my class 
27. Brianne is she really?= 
28. Addie =yes she is 
29. Brianne oh wow 
30. Addie that was cool 
31.  I couldn’t believe it the day she walked in 
32. Brianne mhm-mhm 
33. Addie I mean I-  
34.  I never knew her before  
35.  and then we went to classes [and-] 
36. Brianne [mhm-mhm] 
37. Addie that was neat  
38.  (2.0) it’s neat 
39.  ha ha she- she missess class every now and then 
40. Brianne oh yeah 
41.  I bet she does ((laughing)) 
42. Addie she’s wild 
43. Brianne ‘that was a rough night’ 
44.  ye::s ((laughing)) 
45. Addie yeah 
46.  ((laughing)) (1.5) she’s funny 
47.  (1.0) we have a friend in common 
48.  (1.5) I mean that was her friend from before 
49.  or- I don’t know  
50.  if she had any friends 
51. Brianne mhm-mhm 
52. Addie a:nd (1.5) it turned out that he left her= 
53. Brianne =uh-huh 
54.  yeah? 
55. Addie yeah 
56.  I guess so 
57.  (5.0) I’ve been having a pretty good year 
58. Brianne mhm-mhm 
59. Addie (1.0) after I- after I broke up with Ken 
60. Brianne mhm-mhm 
61. Addie I got over that 
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62.  (2.0) that would’ve probably gotten nowhere you know 
63.  ah- he he 
64. Brianne yeah 
65. Addie it was just time 
66. Brianne something like gone or what [ever] 
67. Addie [it was] just gone 
68.  I was done with it you know 
69.  and then I had to go through the telling him  
70.  which was not good 
71. Brianne mhm- [mhm] 
72. Addie [and] I have not seen or heard from him  
73.  or talked to him= 
74. Brianne mhm-mhm 
75. Addie =or written to him 
76.  I wr- I mean I wrote to him 
77. Brianne oh [ye:s] 
78. Addie [but he] did never write to me 
79.  (2.0) so we’ve had no contact since= 
80. Brianne mhm-[mhm] 
81. Addie [=Sept]ember-  
82.  end of September 
83. Brianne mhm-mhm 
84. Addie and I guess that’s the way he wants it= 
85. Brianne [yes] 
86. Addie =[I] guess that’s the way he’s dealing with it 
87. Brianne yeah 
88. Addie which is fine 
89.  you know I [really-] 
90. Brianne [maybe] some time= 
91. Addie yeah 
92. Brianne =some day 
93. Addie I think so 
94.  I know he’ll show up again but  
95.  (1.0) it’s odd though 
96.  (2.0) I kind of miss him you [know?] 
97. Brianne [mhm-mhm] 
98. Addie (1.5) but I just had to do it 
99. Brianne mhm-mhm 
100. Addie (1.0) not for any particular reason 
101.  just-  
102.  I had changed 
103.  and I had moved on 
104.  and I wanted to date other people 
105.  and that’s just the way it was= 
106. Brianne =yeah 
107. Addie it was kind of sa:d but I couldn’t help it 
108. Brianne mhm-mhm 
109. Addie (2.0) you know 
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110.  I’m glad about the time we had 
111.  I wouldn’t [change it] 
112. Brianne [oh yeah] 
113. Addie but it happens you know? 
114. Brianne (2.0) you know- uhm- Linda Brown uhm-  
115.  (1.0) was going out with that guy from 
116.  last year like you know 
117.  the beginning of last year 
118. Addie uh-huh 
119. Brianne and then you know he was-  
120.  he- uhm- 
121.  (1.0) what was he in- 
122.  (1.5) the army I guess 
123. Addie mhm-mhm 
124. Brianne and uhm-  
125.  but he had been gone .. from 
126.  like the spring  
127.  all through the summer 
128. Addie oh [yeah] 
129. Brianne [and] he just got back a few weeks ago 
130. Addie uh-[huh] 
131. Brianne [and then] she broke up with him 
132. Addie oh ha ha [ha] 
133. Brianne [they-] they had been going out this whole time that he was 

gone 
134.  [you know=] 
135. Addie [oh yeah] 
136. Brianne =they were writing and calling= 
137. Addie uh-huh 
138. Brianne =the whole time 
139.  you know 
140.  he was talking [like-] 
141. Addie [yeah] 
142. Brianne they were talking about engagement 
143.  [it was] 
144. Addie [yeah] 
145. Brianne like a long term type of thing= 
146. Addie =yeah 
147. Brianne she was- she- 
148. Addie and then sometimes  
149.  when they do come back it’s not the same 
150. Brianne yeah 
151.  and they- it’s- she knew it though 
152.  she had a feeling like- 
153. Addie yeah 
154. Brianne like ever since she got back to the city 
155. Addie uh-huh 
156. Brianne you know? 
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157. Addie [yeah] 
158. Brianne [and] she had started kind of seeing a guy she was working 

with 
159. Addie uh-huh 
160. Brianne kind of 
161. Addie uh-huh 
162. Brianne and then- 
163. Addie [uh-huh] 
164. Brianne [it] was kind of developing[and=] 
165. Addie [((laughs))] 
166. Brianne =you know 
167.  he got [back=] 
168. Addie [yeah] 
169. Brianne =and you know  
170.  she said it was kind of great 
171.  it was beautiful 
172.  you [know=] 
173. Addie [uh-huh] 
174. Brianne =him coming home 
175.  [it was=] 
176. Addie [uh-huh] 
177. Brianne =it was great 
178. Addie mhm-mhm 
179. Brianne and then the next da:y= 
180. Addie ah ha [ha ha] 
181. Brianne [=you know]  
182.  I mean sh- she couldn’t ignore her feelings 
183. Addie uh-huh 
184. Brianne I mean she was right  
185.  I mean for a while it was great to see him 
186.  but she didn’t want to= 
187. Addie yeah 
188. Brianne =elope with him 
189. Addie o:h yeah 
190. Brianne that was .. nasty messy 
191. Addie o:h yeah 
192. Brianne it was [( )] 
193. Addie [it’s] hard 
194. Brianne I mean he .. you know was totally- 
195. Addie [yeah] 
196. Brianne [thought that] they were going to get married  
197.  and stuff like that 
198. Addie .hhhh 
199. Brianne and she was just not- 
200. Addie (1.5) I know 
201.  (2.0) oh 
202. Brianne and she’s happy  
203.  you know she’s happy now 
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204. Addie oh that’s good  
205. Brianne not that they’re serious now or anything 
206.  but I mean .. she doesn’t really want it that way [you know?] 
207. Addie [uh-huh] 
208.  mhm-mhm 
209.  yeah 
210.  (3.0) I already- I dated two different guys 
211. Brianne really? 
212. Addie and one of them I really like 
213.  (1.0) but he’s- 
214. Brianne that guy that hasn’t been calling back? 
215. Addie uhm- (2.0) wait- no this is a different one 
216. Brianne u::h 
217.  he he he 
218. Addie no 
219.  this is Brian 
220.  and uhm-  
221.  (1.5) he’s- uhm- 
222.  (2.0) he’s transferring .. next [semester] 
223. Brianne [tsk o::uh] 
224. Addie. (1.0) yeah= 
225. Brianne =to where? 
226. Addie Cornell College= 
227. Brianne =really? 
228.  that’s a long way 
229. Addie yeah 
230.  (2.0) well. 
231.  (1.0) he’s like ‘well 
232.  I’m really sorry= 
233. Brianne uh-huh 
234. Any: =but I l-  
235.  this is been coming for a long time 
236.  and I finally decided to do it= 
237. Brianne uh-huh 
238. Addie =and I have to do it and see if I like it” 
239. Brianne uh-huh 
240. Addie so .. you know .. I’ve decided .. to live with it 
241. Brianne yeah 
242. Addie and see how it’s developing 
243. Brianne mhm-mhm 
244. Addie (4.0) but I’m trying to just kind of .. take it easy= 
245. Brianne mhm-mhm 
246. Addie =that’s the one thing 
247. Brianne oh yeah= 
248. Addie =and just .. have a few .. not so serious dates and stuff 
249. Brianne mhm-mhm 
250. Addie you know 
251.  ‘cause I think it’s good for me 
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252.  (1.0) everyone has to do it and then see 
253.  it’s- (2.0) in the long run  
254.  I’ll be glad that I had a little more experience 
255.  with a few different [guys you know] 
256. Brianne [mhm-mhm]  
257.  yeah 
258. Addie (1.0) in the long run I’ll be all right  
259.  you know look back at- at all the friend-  
260.  good friends I’ve made 
261.  and- you know  
262.  and say well (1.5) ‘I DID IT’= 
263. Brianne [yeah] 
264. Addie [=you] know?  
265.  and not just say I have dated this guy for so long 
266.  [you know] 
267. Brianne [mhm-mhm] 
268. Addie (2.0) so  
269.  it’s not always easy 
270.  and you do get attached kind of [fast sometimes] 
271. Brianne [oh I know] ((laughs)) 
272. Addie you know? 
273. Brianne it’s easy 
274. Addie easy to get attached 
275.  (2.0) but- you know 
276.  you take a little hurt and 
277.  I mean (2.0) you learn from it 
278. Brianne mhm-mhm 
279. Addie (2.0) yeah. 
280.  (1.5) in a way. 
281. Brianne yeah 
282. Addie he he (1.0) it can- it’s-  
283.  dating it can be- it can be fun though 
284. Brianne mhm-mhm 
285. Addie (1.0) mhm-mhm 
286. Brianne (3.0) well like I have not seen anybody at all the year 
287. Addie no? 
288. Brianne no 
289.  (1.0) I don’t know  
290.  (1.0) I think it’s that I don’t want to ((laughing)) 
291. Addie yeah 
292.  (1.0) yeah 
293.  (3.0) yeah 
294.  (1.0) you know sometimes you’d just rather not 
295. Brianne mhm-mhm 
296.  (1.0) I mean .. in a way I think I do 
297.  but then again 
298. Addie mhm-mhm 
299. Brianne I’m not making any effort ((laughing)) 
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300. Addie yeah 
301. Brianne at all 
302.  [I mean=] 
303. Addie [mhm-mhm] 
304. Brianne =I have-  
305.  I haven’t got out of my way at all 
306.  to even try to be friendly with people= 
307. Addie mhm-mhm 
308. Brianne =or try to meet people 
309. Addie mhm-mhm 
310. Brianne so 
311. Addie yeah 
312. Brianne (1.0) it’s just something- 
313. Addie (3.0) yeah 
314.  (3.0) mhm-mhm I know 
315. Brianne yeah 
316.  (2.0) I mean for a while there was like this thing- 
317.  I don’t know- well 
318.  he- he’s like our mutual friend Peter [okay?] 
319. Addie [mhm-mhm] 
320. Brianne and then- that was why 
321. Addie mhm-[mhm] 
322. Brianne [he’s] our mutual friend of all of our friends [you know?] 
323. Addie [aha] 
324. Brianne I just didn’t-  
325.  (1.0) I don’t know 
326.  for a while- uhm- 
327.  (1.0) I kind of was starting to- you know= 
328. Addie mhm-mhm 
329. Brianne =maybe think that something was gonna happen  
330.  or that- you know I kind of liked him 
331. Addie mhm-mhm 
332. Brianne ‘cause you know 
333.  we’re just- we’re always together  
334.  we’re always with him 
335.  and stuff like that and- 
336. Addie mhm-mhm 
337. Brianne he’s a nice gu::y= ((laughing)) 
338. Addie mhm-mh 
339. Brianne =you know? ((laughing)) 
340. Addie mhm-mhm 
341. Brianne but 
342.  then I- I just had to stop myself 
343.  because I- I just didn’t even want to deal with it 
344.  because .. things- it was so stupid in a way 
345.  because- I don’t know 
346.  if it was more like ‘cause just well he was there 
347. Addie mhm-mhm 
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348. Brianne or if I really would have .. picked him out [necessarily] 
349. Addie [mhm-mhm] 
350.  mhm-mhm 
351. Brianne but uhm-  
352.  ‘cause there had been something going on 
353.  nothing like- they weren’t going out or anything [but I mean-] 
354. Addie [mhm-mhm] 
355. Brianne you know .. some sparks between him and Christina 
356. Addie o::h yeah 
357. Brianne like a few months ago 
358. Addie mhm-mhm 
359. Brianne and then I’m like ‘no 
360.  I don’t want to deal with that [either”] 
361. Addie [mhm-mhm] 
362. Brianne you know I mean  
363.  Christina has a boyfriend of course 
364.  you [know] 
365. Addie [o::h] yeah 
366. Brianne but uhm- (2.5) she kind of had a crush on Peter 
367. Addie uh-huh 
368. Brianne and I- I- I didn’t want to get into it 
369.  so I just kind of like .. told myself to shut up 
370. Addie a::uh 
371. Brianne like ‘don’t even think about it 
372.  don’t even” 
373. Addie oh [yeah] 
374. Brianne [because] you know I just (2.0) I [don’t=] 
375. Addie [yeah] 
376. Brianne =think it would work anyway 
377. Addie yeah 
378. Brianne in that situation 
379.  you know? 
380. Addie that’s fairly prob-  
381.  (2.0) yeah 
382. Brianne so it didn’t work out either 
383. Addie mhm-mhm 
384. Brianne like you know 
385.  we still hang out sometimes 
386. Addie that’s good 
387.  (2.0) yeah 
388. Brianne see this is one of those things you just get- 
389.  it .. comes over you and then it ((laughing)) goes BACK 

[and=] 
390. Addie [oh] 
391. Brianne =you just forget that it ever [happened you know?] 
392. Addie [((laughs)) I know]  
393.  I know 
394.  it happens 
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395.  yeah 
396.  it happened to me 
397.  this year with- uhm- (1.0) a different guy 
398.  uhm- (1.0) my friend Tom has a- and I- uhm-  
399.  (1.0) well Tom’s friend Chris= 
400. Brianne mhm-mhm 
401. Addie =he is uhm- a pretty cool guy  
402.  and .. I sort of fell for him 
403. Brianne aha ((laughing)) 
404. Addie ear- earlier 
405.  (1.0) and uhm-  
406.  (1.0) you know we had a little something started 
407. Brianne mhm-mhm 
408. Addie and then after that- 
409. Brianne ((laughing)) I know ((giggles)) 
410. Addie ((giggles)) 
411. Brianne hi hi it’s so funny 
412. Addie and then after that .. he just-  
413.  it was like he didn’t want to  
414.  and I was like ‘well” .. you know 
415.  I- I still wanted to go out with him= 
416. Brianne [ye:s] 
417. Addie [=but] he did- he didn’t seem to show any indication= 
418. Brianne mhm-mhm 
419. Addie =that he wanted too 
420.  so then I got-  
421.  then I just gave up 
422. Brianne right 
423. Addie I don’t know if it’s over yet 
424. Brianne oh huh huh 
425. Addie but I- I guess it is 
426.  I mean- I- I could probably be persuaded 
427. Brianne right ((laughs)) 
428. Addie you know  
429.  if he wanted to go out with me  
430.  I would figure- 
431.  you know- I would be happy 
432. Brianne mhm-mhm 
433. Addie I’d probably go out with him 
434.  but .. [if=] 
435. Brianne [sure] 
436. Addie =he doesn’t then I don’t think that’s the way to go 
437. Brianne mhm-mhm 
438.  ‘cause 
439. Addie you know I mean I can’t force it 
440. Brianne (2.0) uhm- the thing that makes me mad is that-  
441.  you know I mean- I- 
442.  if we went out it wouldn’t be like as serious 
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443. Addie uh-huh 
444. Brianne it would be-  
445.  I think .. we would be like really good friends 
446. Addie uh-huh 
447. Brianne but you know  
448.  not like- ‘well   
449.  we’re gonna get engaged”= 
450. Addie mhm-mhm 
451. Brianne =or something like that [you know?] 
452. Addie [mhm-mhm] 
453. Brianne just sort of seeing each other you know? 
454. Addie uh-huh 
455. Brianne but uhm- 
456. Addie that’s okay 
457. Brianne it kind of makes me mad 
458.  ((giggles)) because he’s all of our friends and [things] 
459. Addie [oh] yeah 
460. Brianne because I know that if he wasn’t  
461.  like if he was just my [friend=] 
462. Addie [uh-huh] 
463. Brianne =say 
464.  I know I would go- ((laughs)) I’d be going out with him 
465. Addie yeah 
466.  that’s kind of bad 
467.  aggravating 
468. Brianne but because it’s nothing that- that’s so intense= 
469. Addie uh-huh 
470. Brianne =or deep 
471. Addie uh-huh 
472. Brianne it’s not worth .. messing with 
473. Addie oh yeah 
474. Brianne do you know what I mean? 
475. Addie yeah 
476.  kind of 
477. Brianne if it was just me 
478. Addie uh-huh 
479. Brianne (1.0) there would be nothing to= 
480. Addie mhm-mhm 
481. Brianne =worry about messing up 
482. Addie [mhm-mhm] 
483. Brianne [because] well we’d go out whatever 
484. Addie mhm-mhm 
485. Brianne but since .. like he’s friends with my friends=  
486. Addie [mhm-mhm] 
487.  [=and] my friends are his friends= 
488. Addie [yeah] 
489. Brianne [=and] all this 
490. Addie if everything got .. complicated= 
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491. Brianne [yeah] 
492. Addie [=then]  
493.  (1.0) I know there’s a trouble there  
494.  because girls and boys can get close-  
495.  can be .. friends 
496. Brianne mhm-mhm 
497. Addie and then if there’s something more in the .. middle of it= 
498. Brianne [yeah] 
499. Addie [=then] are you still friends with all those same [people if it 

doesn’t work out?] 
500. Brianne [yeah exactly] 
501.  exact[ly] 
502. Addie [or] if it hurts somebody else?  
503.  yeah 
504.  I know 
505. Brianne (1.5) and- you know= 
506. Addie I [know] 
507. Brianne [=he’s] close to Christina 
508. Addie mhm-mhm 
509. Brianne you know what I mean 
510. Addie yeah 
511. Brianne but the problem [is=] 
512. Addie [you live] with her 
513. Brianne =I live- yeah 
514.  I live with her 
515. Addie ((laughs)) I know 
516. Brianne if we have problems-  
517.  what if he- he- you know= 
518. Addie yeah 
519. Brianne =they’re are good friends  
520.  what if he wants to talk to her about it? 
521. Addie right 
522. Brianne you [know?] 
523. Addie [you] don’t want to hear [that=] 
524. Brianne [yeah] 
525. Addie =right? 
526. Brianne yeah 
527. Addie yeah 
528. Brianne you know 
529.  it- and I- I-  
530.  ‘cause I’ve kind of been through this before 
531. Addie mhm-mhm 
532. Brianne and I don’t like those kinds of things 
533.  but I mean  
534.  I’m the type of person that wants to keep my boyfriend and 

my friends separate 
535. Addie yeah 
536. Brianne I- ‘cause I just can’t handle it 
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537. Addie yeah 
538. Brianne you know? 
539. Addie yeah 
540. Brianne so before even trying I was like ‘uhm- just don’t’ 
541. Addie yeah 
542.  (2.0) but you could be persuaded too:: 
543. Brianne I c- OH YEAH [((laughs))] 
544. Addie [((laughs))] 
545. Brianne ye::ah 
546. Addie yeah 
547. Brianne I could be 
548. Addie mhm-mhm 

 
Transcript Amy Bridget B c (8:13) 

1. Addie (1.0) yeah 
2.  (3.0) I think I’m more content now 
3.  first, 
4.  when I first started going out with people 
5.  other people- I was more impatient I was like 
6.  ‘come on this has got to develop” 
7. Brianne yeah 
8. Addie you know 
9.  develop something 
10. Brianne right 
11. Addie and then-  
12.  now I think I’m a little bit more patient 
13.  but- you know 
14.  we::ll .. ‘just stay. 
15. Brianne mhm-mhm 
16. Addie be calm. 
17.  doesn’t matter. 
18.  you have somebody to go out with. 
19.  you do. 
20.  you have to hang around some night. 
21.  just hang around. 
22. Brianne yeah 
23. Addie just [calm down”] 
24. Brianne [that’s cool]  
25.  that’s cool 
26. Addie so I’m trying to do that 
27.  (1.0) ‘cause I- I mean I had a good relationship for a while  
28.  and now I don’t. 
29. Brianne mhm-mhm 
30. Addie so I have to go on from there 
31. Brianne yeah 
32. Addie you know 
33.  eventually I’ll have one again 
34. Brianne (2.0) I think so= 
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35. Addie =but guys are great 
36.  you [know?] 
37. Brianne [yeah] 
38. Addie I don’t have anything against men 
39.  (2.0) huh- I mean I know some women who-  
40.  you know they get a little bit hurt- 
41. Brianne they get silly about it 
42. Addie they get a little bit hurt 
43.  and then ‘all men are so awful 
44.  oh God 
45.  they’re horrid 
46.  I never want to be with them again’ 
47. Brianne right 
48. Addie you know?  
49.  and then they fall again 
50.  and then they get hurt [again] 
51. Brianne [yeah] 
52. Addie and then guys are [so terrible] 
53. Brianne [( )] 
54. Addie and they- especially if they expect certain kinds of [guys=] 
55. Brianne [mhm-mhm] 
56. Addie =and certain characteristics you know?  
57.  and like- 
58. Brianne (2.0) mhm-mhm 
59. Addie (1.0) you know 
60.  there are more differences between .. women  
61.  than there are between .. just women and men I mean= 
62. Brianne mhm-[mhm] 
63. Addie [=there’s] differences from any individuals 
64. Brianne oh [yeah 
65.  you can’t generalize] 
66. Addie [you can’t say ‘men are and ] women are’ eh-  
67.  when women aren’t all the same either 
68. Brianne right 
69. Addie you know?  
70.  (2.0) so 
71.  (3.0) I don’t know where it’ll go 
72. Brianne (4.0) you know .. I was still keeping my eye on Mi- Mike  
73.  my ex you know [((laughs))] 
74. Addie [uh-huh] 
75. Brianne hate him now 
76. Addie oh yeah 
77. Brianne I just hate him 
78. Addie yeah 
79. Brianne (2.0) it was fun= 
80. Addie mhm-mhm 
81. Brianne =just to keeping up with= 
82. Addie mhm-mhm 
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83. Brianne =you know like what was going on with him= 
84. Addie mhm-mhm 
85. Brianne =and like 
86.  you know running into him now and [then] 
87. Addie [mhm-mhm] 
88. Brianne he he he 
89. Addie mhm-mhm 
90. Brianne (1.0) just thinking about- 
91. Addie mhm-mhm 
92. Brianne (2.5) you know  
93.  ‘well if I really wanted to 
94.  I could go over .. to him 
95.  you know I could stop [by the store=] 
96. Addie [uh-huh] 
97. Brianne =tonight” 
98.  [you know?] 
99. Addie [yeah] 
100. Brianne just knowing that= 
101. Addie ((laughs)) 
102. Brianne =makes you feel like- ((laughs)) 
103. Addie ((laughs)) 
104. Brianne you know what I mean? ((laughs))  
105.  not that I ever would have [probably=] 
106. Addie [mhm-mhm] 
107. Brianne =in [reality=] 
108. Addie [no] 
109. Brianne =unless like I was really drunk  
110.  or something like that ((laughs)) 
111. Addie ((laughs)) 
112. Brianne but- 
113. Addie mhm-mhm 
114. Brianne you know 
115.  something- stuff like that 
116. Addie mhm-mhm 
117.  mhm-mhm 
118.  you’d [better-] 
119. Brianne [I don’t] know 
120.  huh 
121. Addie (2.0) yeah 
122.  (2.0) ha ha  
123.  (4.0) Amanda didn’t come up 
124.  not sure when they’ll be home 
125.  I- I dont’ think I told her her Mom and Dad went shopping 
126. Brianne o:h 
127. Addie oops 
128.  (2.0) I don’t know what happened to him  
129.  (2.0) mhm 
130.  (3.0) trim my fingernails down 
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131.  ((probably Addie is biting her fingernails)) 
132.  I do this 
133. Brianne  do you bite them? 
134. Addie no I don’t really 
135.  (1.0) but every now and then one gets kind of ripped  
136.  and then you instead of doing anything about it 
137.  I just chew it off 
138. Brianne ((giggles)) yam 
139. Addie ((laughs)) one of those things 
140. Brianne one of them 
141. Addie yeah 
142.  (3.0) ha ha  
143.  (3.0) yeah Mom and Dad came and got me on Tuesday 
144. Brianne o:h 
145. Addie and it worked out well 
146.  uhm- they came up and vacuumed my rug for me 
147. Brianne oh hey 
148.  very nice 
149. Addie because see .. it hasn’t been vacuumed the whole year 
150. Brianne oh ((laughs)) 
151.  because see ((laughs)) 
152. Addie see- you know- it’s uhm- (2.0) 
153. Brianne pretty [bad] 
154. Addie [hadn’t] been touched= 
155. Brianne you guys [don’t have=]  
156. Addie [=more or less] 
157. Brianne =a vacuum cleaner somewhere? 
158. Addie well .. I think there’s one somewhere 
159. Brianne mhm-mhm 
160. Addie but that requires planning like= 
161. Brianne mhm-mhm 
162. Addie =you know 
163.  you gotta let somebody know that you want it [and stuff] 
164. Brianne [mhm-mhm] 
165. Addie and I’m too lazy to do THAT 
166.  ‘cause I mean= 
167. Brianne oh yeah 
168. Addie =it’s not exactly at the top of my priority list 
169. Brianne of course not ((laughs)) 
170. Addie SO I was just like  
171.  ‘Mom as long as you’re coming up 
172.  why don’t you bring a vacuum along 
173.  and we’ll do the rug?’ 
174.  so she said like- 
175.  and then after that 
176.  we took Tom out to lunch 
177.  ’cause I wanted them to meet him 
178.  he’s a friend of mine 
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179. Brianne uh-huh 
180. Addie he’s the chairman of the Young Democrats 
181. Brianne mhm-mhm 
182. Addie and some other stuff ((laughs)) 
183. Brianne some other stuff [like what?] 
184. Addie [he does] a lot of stuff 
185.  he’s a history major 
186. Brianne u:h 
187. Addie ( ) 
188. Brianne mhm-mhm 
189. Addie you know 
190.  so we did that for lunch 
191.  at the Dill Pickle 
192. Brianne the Dill Pickle 
193. Addie it’s a sub and sandwich place 
194.  really cool 
195.  and then we dropped him off at home 
196.  and .. they met my roommate Christie  
197.  ‘cause they hadn’t met her yet 
198. Brianne mhm-mhm 
199. Addie and then we went Christmas shopping 
200.  (2.0) we went to .. Downtown Shoes in Sycamore 
201. Brianne [uh-huh] 
202. Addie [I got] a pair of boots for Chistmas 
203.  from Mom and Dad 
204. Brianne cool 
205. Addie and then we went out to Cherry Vale Mall= 
206. Brianne mhm-mhm 
207. Addie =on the way home 
208.  I don’t know if we got anything there though 
209.  (5.0) mhm oh I know I got a new book 
210.  I’m reading Tolkin now 
211. Brianne o:::h 
212. Addie I’m starting .. The Lord of the Rings  
213.  so I got that 
214. Brianne mhm-mhm 
215. Addie well it just- everything went fast 
216.  and then we came home and picked up Amanda 
217. Brianne it’s cool 
218. Addie mhm-mhm 
219.  it was pretty good this afternoon 
220. Brianne mhm-mhm 
221. Addie (3.0) we went to Grandma Reeds for supper last night  
222. Brianne you did ((laughs)) 
223. Addie ((laughs)) and that was a thrill 
224.  David- 
225. Bidget: hu hu thri:ll 
226. Addie it was a thrill 
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227.  David’s going to go to (2.0) NICC  
228.  which is what used to be .. NITI 
229. Brianne o:h 
230. Addie where my Dad teaches 
231. Brianne uh-huh 
232. Addie North East Iowa Community College 
233. Brianne o:h 
234. Addie in Piazza 
235. Brianne it’s a technical institute 
236. Addie right 
237.  [now it’s=] 
238. Brianne [oh okay] 
239. Addie =Community College it has evolved 
240. Brianne I got it 
241. Addie and he’s gonna go through this machine shop ... program 
242.  it’s a whole year 
243.  four quarters 
244. Brianne mhm-mhm 
245. Addie and uhm- (1.5) so we’ll see [if=] 
246. Brianne [((laughs))] 
247. Addie =that works out ((laughing)) 
248. Brianne ((laughs)) 
249. Addie he still kind of works on his ((farm dream)) 
250. Brianne [mhm-mhm] 
251. Addie [and-] you know 
252.  well- (2.0) we’ll see 
253.  I don’t know 
254.  I mean David’s never been too serious of a student 
255. Brianne mhm-mhm 
256. Addie you know 
257.  (2.0) he’s as spacy as ever 
258. Brianne ((giggles)) 
259. Addie so’s Mark  
260.  Mark’s gotten really tall 
261. Brianne really? 
262. Addie yeah 
263. Brianne (4.0) ( ) like that 
264.  I don’t know 
265. Addie (2.0) ( ) 
266. Brianne mhm-mhm ( ) 
267. Addie (4.0) what a bunch 
268. Brianne mhm-[mhm] 
269. Addie [oh] they’re weird 
270.  all of them 
271. Brianne (3.0) well uhm-  
272.  (2.0) ((laughs)) how’s Gran Mary? 
273. Addie she’s fine 
274. Brianne Gran Mary 
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275. Addie weird as ever 
276. Brianne ((laughs)) weird? 
277. Addie mhm-mhm 
278. Brianne (3.0) ((coughs)) 
279. Addie well 
280.  they’re quite a bunch but .. she’s fine 
281. Brianne you know Gran Helen was saying now  
282.  ‘yes they’re coming over to my house for Christmas” 
283. Addie oh gooddy hi hi hi 
284. Brianne yes 
285.  she was ‘she likes to come home for Christmas” ((giggles)) 
286. Addie uh ye:ah 
287.  right ((ironic)) 
288. Brianne ((giggles)) 
289. Addie ((laughing)) o:h jeez 
290. Brianne ((laughs)) 
291. Addie o:h man 
292.  (1.0) I haven’t seen Lucas since last Chistmas 
293. Brianne (3.0) jeez 
294. Addie (3.0) odd ha ha ha ha 
295. Brianne odd 
296. Addie mhm-mhm 
297.  (3.0) last Christmas was cool ‘cause he came up 
298. Brianne mhm-mhm 
299. Addie (4.0) mhm-mhm 
300.  (1.5) I should call him one of these days 
301.  (1.5) I need to 
302. Brianne yeah 
303. Addie I don’t want to but I need to 
304.  I’d love to talk to him 
305.  (1.5) ‘cause I think we’ve got 
306.  I’ve gotten far enough so I ( ) a conversation 
307.  [you know?] 
308. Brianne [mhm-mhm] you can’t really ((laughing)) 
309. Addie you know? (1.5) see how he’s doing 
310. Brianne mhm-mhm 
311. Addie ( ) 
312. Brianne oh yeah 
313. Addie she’s going out with Frank now 
314. Brianne really? 
315. Addie yeah 
316. Brianne ou:::h 
317. Addie I told you something was going on there 
318.  it was not even normal 
319.  (2.0) I knew something was going to happen 
320. Brianne that’s cool 
321. Addie I did 
322.   she started it 
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323. Brianne really? 
324. Addie ‘cause he’s pretty shy 
325. Brianne mhm-mhm 
326. Addie he hasn’t dated very much 
327.  hey dog 
328.  doggy 
329.  doggy 
330.  do::ggy 
331.  (2.0) ha ha  

 
Transcript Amy Bridget B d (13:37) 

1. Addie doggy 
2.  do::ggy 
3.  (2.0) ha ha  
4.  (2.0) she got a new collar 
5.  and a hair cut too 
6. Brianne hey 
7. Addie that sweater on her looks so stupid 
8. Brianne ((laughs)) 
9. Addie I mean it’s sagging all over 
10. Brianne (2.0) why does she get cold or something? 
11. Addie I guess  
12.  ‘cause she got the hair cut you kow 
13.  so it’s pretty short  
14.  so they don’t wanna .. make her go outside when-  
15.  I don’t know 
16.  she’s probably HOT 
17. Brianne ((laughs)) 
18. Addie in the house 
19.  I mean- don’t you suppose? 
20. Brianne I don’t know ((laughing)) 
21. Addie well it’s not that hot in her though 
22. Brianne yeah 
23.  that’s [true] 
24. Addie [I] mean Mom and Dad don’t keep it that warm 
25. Brianne mhm-mhm 
26. Addie I mean she’s a dog you know? ((giggling)) 
27. Brianne I know 
28. Addie she’s gotten hair 
29.  (1.0) she’s maybe hot 
30.  I don’t know 
31.  (5.0) ((talks to the dog)) ((laughs)) 
32. Brianne she has such a tiny face 
33. Addie I know 
34.  (1.0) it’s true 
35. Brianne it’s true ha ha  
36. Addie it’s true 
37. Brianne it looks funny if she’s got her ears like that 
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38. Addie I-((laughs)) 
39. Brianne ((laughs)) 
40. Addie I know 
41.  she looked kind of weird then 
42.  ((to dog:)) don’t have your ears before you 
43. Brianne ((laughs)) (3.0) I got my hair cut today 
44. Addie today? 
45. Brianne my hair went like-  
46.  on the sides clear down here 
47. Addie oh yeah? 
48. Brianne you know I got them cut half way off 
49. Addie wow 
50. Brianne (2.0) uh-huh 
51. Addie looks good 
52. Brianne and Sheila got her hair cut today too 
53.  it looks just like mine 
54. Addie oh God ((laughs)) 
55. Brianne ((laughs)) I’m like ‘Sheila you’re my teen idol” ((laughs)) 
56. Addie ((laughs)) oh funny 
57.  my hair’s really getting shaggy 
58. Brianne you could even ( ) 
59. Addie very long 
60. Brianne oh yeah 
61. Addie oh yeah 
62.  I kind of like it you know 
63. Brianne mhm-mhm 
64. Addie it gets aggravating sometimes 
65. Brianne did you have a perm in it? 
66. Addie uhm- in this part I did 
67. Brianne just in your bangs? 
68. Addie it’s growing out 
69. Brianne not in the rest of your hair? 
70. Addie no 
71. Brianne that’s ill ((laughs)) 
72. Addie is ill the word? 
73. Brianne it’s not 
74. Addie ill ((laughs)) 
75. Brianne ((laughs)) 
76. Addie I’m not sure though 
77. Brianne yeah 
78. Addie (2.0) I can’t help it ((giggles)) 
79. Brianne he he 
80. Addie I didn’t ask for this 
81.  it just appeared 
82.  it’s .. genetic 
83.  (2.0) all this 
84. Brianne ((laughs)) 
85. Addie it’s through my grandma 
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86. Brianne oh 
87. Addie uhm it’s- it’s the Jesperson line 
88. Brianne the Jesperson [line] 
89. Addie [get that] .. curly hair 
90. Brianne mhm-mhm 
91. Addie yes 
92.  ha ha 
93.  my dad has it 
94.  my sister- uh my aunt has it 
95.  (1.0) and David has it 
96. Brianne mhm-mhm 
97. Addie he does 
98.  especially since he doesn’t keep it very short 
99.  when he has it longer then- 
100. Brianne mhm-mhm 
101. Addie he’s got two earrings in the one ear now ((giggles)) 
102. Brianne really? ha ha 
103. Addie yeah 
104. Brianne what does Gran Mary think of that? 
105. Addie I guess they don’t care 
106.  (1.0) they didn’t say anything 
107.  (1.0) it’s just something-  
108.  I mean really- 
109.  I mean what’s it hurting? 
110.  nothing= 
111. Brianne yeah 
112. Addie =you know I mean- 
113. Brianne ((giggles)) 
114. Addie (3.0) he broke up with- or no-  
115.  (2.0) his girlfriend broke up with him 
116. Brianne really?  
117.  who was he [dating?] 
118. Addie [Lina] 
119. Brianne Lina 
120. Addie yeah 
121.  they were engaged 
122. Brianne really? ((laughing)) 
123. Addie they were 
124.  (2.0) for [a time?] 
125. Brianne [oh my::] 
126. Addie and then she gave him back his ring 
127. Brianne tsk o:h 
128. Addie now he’s going out with Christina Highspark  
129. Brianne really? 
130. Addie yeah 
131.  ha ha 
132. Brianne (1.0) she’s an odd bird 
133.  [he he] 
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134. Addie [she is] 
135. Brianne I- 
136. Addie (1.0) I know  
137.   she goes- she’s living in Freeport right now  
138.  going to Highland 
139. Brianne really? 
140. Addie but she’s coming back home  
141.  because she can’t afford to live there 
142.  [now=] 
143. Brianne [mhm-mhm] 
144. Addie =she gonna go taking the Highland 
145.  - take Highland classes at ( ) so- 
146. Brianne (1.0) no 
147.  I mean this is like no offence to David or anything like that  
148.  but I mean- (1.0) or her 
149.  whatever you know 
150.  but I mean [it just doesn’t seem like-] 
151. Addie [they don’t seem like] .. quite the PAIR 
152. Brianne like she would .. go out with him or something 
153.  I mean I don’t know 
154.  she’s smart 
155. Addie (1.5) I think 
156. Brianne I- yeah I guess 
157. Addie I think 
158.  from [what I remember] 
159. Brianne [I mean just like] her style and stuff and like the way she is 
160. Addie [I know 
161.  because=] 
162. Brianne [you know what I mean?] 
163. Addie =she has this certain .. characteristics 
164. Brianne mhm-mhm 
165. Addie where she wants to give a certain image 
166. Brianne yeah 
167. Addie and i- it’s not [the kind=] 
168. Brianne [it’s not] 
169. Addie =of image that David would go for 
170. Brianne mhm-mhm 
171. Addie because he would’t understand it 
172. Brianne mhm-mhm 
173. Addie he’d never understand it 
174.  so- WHO KNOWS?  
175.  I was just like .. ‘WHAT?’ ha ha 
176.  I- Mom told me about it like ‘no way’ 
177. Brianne mhm 
178. Addie yeah 
179.  no 
180.  (1.0) I mean David is not too bright 
181.  (2.0) I don’t know he’s not 
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182.  not that I don’t li- I like him= 
183. Brianne yeah 
184. Addie =he’s- he‘s cool  
185.  but he’s- 
186.  he’s not gonna understand her very well 
187. Brianne mhm-mhm 
188. Addie and I don’t really know her 
189. Brianne no 
190. Addie hardly at all 
191. Brianne I don’t know her either 
192. Addie any more 
193.  but I did have one class with her in high school 
194. Brianne mhm-mhm 
195. Addie and it was chemistry  
196.  and she was quite good at it you [know] 
197. Brianne [mhm-mhm] 
198. Addie (3.0) [hhhh.] 
199. Brianne [I did] physics with her 
200. Addie did you? 
201. Brianne mhm-mhm 
202. Addie I didn’t know you had physics 
203. Brianne mhm-mhm 
204. Addie o:::h 
205.  I didn’t know you took that 
206. Brianne well yeah 
207. Addie oh man 
208.  (1.0) was that-  
209.  wouldn’t that have been your- 
210.  well I guess your senior year 
211. Brianne mhm-mhm 
212.  it was awful ha ha 
213. Addie oh man 
214. Brianne I hated it but- 
215. Addie I bet you did 
216. Brianne of course whith her and Chan 
217. Addie and they probably knew everything [right?] 
218. Brianne [oh yeah] 
219. Addie yeah 
220.  so they were-  
221.  I knew she was quite intelligent like into math and science 
222. Brianne mhm-mhm 
223.  (3.0) they were so fast I was only like ‘oh yeah right= 

[((laughs))] 
224. Addie [uh-huh]  
225.  I know 
226. Brianne =whatever” [((laughs))] 
227. Addie [I know] 
228. Brianne ((imitating teacher)) ‘and what did we learn from the 
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readings on Friday?’ ((laughs)) 
229. Addie ((laughs)) 
230. Brianne ((laughs)) it was like ‘o::h .. something about molecules’ 

[((laughs))] 
231. Addie [((laughs))] 
232. Brianne ‘right. 
233.  something about molecules’ 
234. Addie ((laughs)) oh I’ve heard so many people say they get to cl- 

college  
235.  and they take physics and that doesn’t- 
236.  his class didn’t help them[at all] 
237. Brianne [o:h no]  
238.  I can imagine it- it- it-  
239.  I mean it would been a miracle if it did ((laughs)) 
240. Addie I didn’t even take it 
241.  (1.0) I just decided that- .. that there were- 
242. Brianne ( ) 
243. Addie there were gonna be things that I would never study 
244. Brianne mhm-mhm 
245. Addie and physics was gonna be one of them 
246.  I didn’t mind chemistry too bad 
247.  biology I kind of liked 
248.  and calculus I liked 
249. Brianne mhm-mhm 
250. Addie but there was just-  
251.  I just didn’t have any desire to take physics 
252. Brianne ye:ah 
253. Addie ‘cause I knew it wasn’t something I was gonna get into 
254.  I could have made it through it  
255.  if I would have tried I suppose 
256.  (1.0) but I didn’t even bother 
257.  ha ha (2.0) calculus I liked though 
258. Brianne really? 
259. Addie yeah I did 
260.  (1.0) especially with Mr Row  
261.  I liked it 
262. Brianne I liked Mr Row 
263. Addie he was cool 
264. Brianne he- yeah 
265.  he was coo::l ((laughing)) 
266. Addie I liked him 
267.  (1.0) he was- I mean he was a cool teacher 
268. Brianne mhm-mhm 
269. Addie (1.0) sure he was kind of an odd ball 
270. Brianne ‘Fran” ((mimicking)) 
271. Addie ‘Fran” ha ha ha  
272.  but I liked him 
273.  as a teacher 
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274. Brianne mhm-mhm 
275.  oh [yeah] 
276. Addie [he] was quite a good teacher 
277.  and very effective 
278.  for me anyway= 
279. Brianne [=yeah] 
280. Addie [Moira] couldn’t stand him 
281. Brianne I liked him [all right] 
282. Addie [but I] loved him 
283. Brianne as a person too 
284. Addie yeah 
285. Brianne he:: [was funny] 
286. Addie [oh yeah] 
287.  he was 
288. Brianne kind of goony but [you know?] 
289. Addie [yeah] 
290.  he likes [kids] 
291. Brianne [he was] a nice guy 
292. Addie he cares 
293. Brianne yeah 
294. Addie you know 
295.  that’s all that counts 
296.  (2.0) yeah  
297.  (4.0) he was fine 
298. Brianne mhm-mhm 
299. Addie I really learned a lot from him 
300. Brianne mhm-mhm 
301. Addie I took calculus- uhm- one semester in college 
302.  but then I .. I didn’t any more after that 
303. Brianne mhm-mhm 
304.  I haven’t taken any math 
305. Addie no? 
306. Brianne or science ((laughing)) 
307. Addie ((laughs)) 
308. Brianne come to think [of it] 
309. Addie [do you] need to? 
310. Brianne yeah 
311. Addie yeah? how much? 
312. Brianne uhm-  
313. Addie two classes? 
314. Brianne (1.0) something like that 
315.  I’m like taking the wimpiest thing though= 
316. Addie mhm-mhm 
317. Brianne =I’m taking this- uhm-  
318.  to try to- uhm satisfy my math .. requirements 
319. Addie mhm-mhm 
320. Brianne it’s like- uhm  
321.  it’s called math in everyday living or something like that 
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322.  we learn about like .. the stock market and like= 
323. Addie cool 
324. Brianne =balancing checkbooks [and-] 
325. Addie [that’s] good 
326.  I [mean-] 
327. Brianne [just] like the basics [of math] 
328. Addie [that’s- ]  
329.  if you have to take it you might as well take what’s gonna= 
330. Brianne yeah 
331. Addie =benefit you [in some-] 
332. Brianne [seriously] 
333. Addie I mean 
334.  an intro calculus course isn’t gonna get you [anywhere] 
335. Brianne [uh-uh] ((meaning no)) 
336.  that was what I’m doing 
337. Addie no 
338. Brianne mhm-mhm 
339.  that’s right 
340. Addie you know 
341.  unless you wanna get onto architecture [and stuff] 
342. Brianne [mhm-mhm]  
343.  (2.0) well yeah 
344.  I- I mean this sounds intersting too 
345.  I mean I want to know about the stock market 
346. Addie [mhm-mhm] 
347. Brianne [I’ve] always wanted to [know=] 
348. Addie [mhm-mhm] 
349. Brianne =about it 
350.  you know? 
351. Addie mhm-mhm 
352. Brianne I hated it 
353. Addie mhm-mhm 
354. Brianne so I hope I can-  
355.  I hope I can fill- 
356.  like fulfill you know? 
357. Addie yeah 
358.  (3.0) yeah 
359. Brianne and what was I gonna do for science 
360.  something else really= 
361. Addie [mhm-mhm] 
362. Brianne [=wimpy] like uhm 
363.  I don’t know- GEOLOGY ha ha or something 
364.  earth cultural landscape or- ((giggles)) 
365. Addie uh-huh 
366.  uh-huh 
367. Brianne some[thing] 
368. Addie [that’s] not bad 
369.  just, yeah-  
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370.  I mean  
371.  (1.0) if you can do it 
372.  and get away with it 
373.  me I had calculus and chemis[try] 
374. Brianne [buah] ((indicating disgust)) 
375. Addie but I got Bs in both of them 
376.  so 
377.  I survived 
378. Brianne (2.0) mhm-mhm 
379. Addie I always survive 
380. Brianne (3.0) because (that’s me) 
381. Addie ((laughs)) I have trained myself to do enough work to get a B 
382. Brianne oh [yeah] 
383. Addie [at least] a B 
384.  (2.0) you know 
385.  (1.0) so far I haven’t had any trouble 
386. Brianne mhm-mhm 
387. Addie I know there’ll be classes that’ll be tough 
388.  but I’m fine if I just work hard enough 
389.  (1.0) you know? 
390. Brianne I’m sure you will 
391. Addie (2.0) me too 
392.  (3.0) so:: 
393.  I don’t know 
394.  that’s cool I almost have 45 hours now 
395. Brianne he he 
396. Addie that’s pretty cool 
397.  (3.0) yeah 
398.  (2.0) I don’t know in a way though-  
399.  I mean- 
400.  (1.0) I suppose by the time I’m a senior I’ll be ready to leave 
401.  right now I can’t imagine leaving you know 
402. Brianne really? 
403. Addie yeah 
404. Brianne I know 
405. Addie I can’t imagine working all the time 
406. Brianne I know 
407. Addie oh God 
408.  I mean school is great 
409.  who wants to work? 
410. Brianne (2.0) so, are you gonna be done after four years or? 
411. Addie yeah 
412.  I can make it three 
413. Brianne you’ll be done? 
414. Addie I can after three 
415.  (2.0) yeah 
416.  spring ’92 I can graduate 
417.  (2.0) as long as I get all my classes 
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418. Brianne mhm-mhm 
419. Addie I think next term will be my last term 
420. Brianne mhm-mhm 
421.  but I mean y- you not gonna go on? 
422. Addie OH .. as far as a masters [program?] 
423. Brianne [yeah] 
424. Addie oh 
425.  no that I don’t know 
426. Brianne okay 
427.  yeah 
428. Addie (1.0) then I don’t know 
429.  ‘cause uhm  
430.  (1.0) I guess it just depends 
431.  if I were to find a- a job  
432.  to work at for a while  
433.  (1.0) in some close by area 
434. Brianne mhm-mhm 
435. Addie (2.0) you know I’d probably stay there  
436.  and just work for a while 
437.  and decide where I want-  
438.  ‘cause I’m sure I want to go to graduate school 
439. Brianne mhm-mhm 
440. Addie but I don’t know if I want to go to Northern= 
441. Brianne mhm-mhm 
442. Addie =for that 
443. Brianne yeah 
444. Addie you know 
445.  (1.0) and- I mean U of I have a cool graduate school 
446.  I’m sure 
447. Brianne mhm-mhm 
448. Addie and then-  
449.  (1.0) and there are lots of other places 
450.  (2.0) so .. I dont’ know 
451. Brianne you know 
452.  I don’t even know= 
453. Addie yeah 
454. Brianne =anymore 
455. Addie I don’t know 
456. Brianne if I wanna to try or not 
457. Addie I’m sure you will eventually 
458.  (2.0) I like school ha ha 
459. Brianne yeah 
460.  in a way it’s like I can’t imagine not being in school 
461. Addie I know 
462. Brianne you know? 
463. Addie it’s true  
464.  very true 
465. Brianne I can’t imagine not learning 
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466.  not [having=] 
467. Addie [I know] 
468. Brianne =classes 
469. Addie I know 
470. Brianne or studying 
471. Addie it’s true 
472. Brianne (2.0) and- 
473. Addie it’s true  
474.  (2.0) so- I guess it just depends= 
475. Brianne mhm-mhm 
476. Addie =on what I can find when I get to be a [senior] 
477. Brianne [yeah] 
478.  you have to [be sure] 
479. Addie [what I] want to do 
480.  (1.0) you know  
481.  if I have a great living situation for another year or so 
482.  maybe I wouldn’t go 
483.  [but-] 
484. Brianne [mhm-mhm] 
485. Addie but I kind of .. think that maybe I should not stay at [Northern] 
486. Brianne [yeah] 
487.  you kind of should expose [yourself] 
488. Addie [that I] .. should experience some other [school] 
489. Brianne [yeah]  
490.  (1.0) that’d be good 
491. Addie although I do like the DeKalb area  
492.  and I have all my friends there 
493.  [but=] 
494. Brianne [mhm-mhm] 
495. Addie =they might all be GONE 
496.  so .. what’s the point? 
497. Brianne yeah 
498. Addie you know 
499.  maybe I could move somewhere else 
500.  (4.0) I suppose it- you know  
501.  it would partly depend on what-  
502.  what I want to (1.0) get a degree in 
503.  [then=] 
504. Brianne [yeah] 
505. Addie =I might go to some school that has a s- strict [program] 
506. Brianne [right]  
507.  mhm-mhm 
508. Addie you know?  
509.  whether it be uhm  
510.  literature or journalism or something like that 
511. Brianne mhm-mhm 
512. Addie o:::h ((laughs)) 
513.  I saw Jason Tennyson at the library the [other day]  
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514. Brianne [did you] really? 
515. Addie yeah I did 
516. Brianne oh wo:w 
517. Addie yeah 
518.  I was talking to him for a while= 
519. Brianne =really?  
520.  how’s he doing? 
521.  [what’s his=] 
522. Addie [pretty good] 
523. Brianne =major anyway? 
524. Addie he’s majoring in English 
525. Brianne really? 
526. Addie YEAH 
527. Brianne oh my God 
528. Addie yes 
529. Brianne I haven’t seen him in a long time  
530.  but I don‘t even talk to him 
531. Addie oh 
532.  he’s pretty hot 
533. Brianne I KNOW 
534.  [((laughs))] 
535. Addie [((laughs))] 
536. Brianne I had dibs on him ye::ars ago 
537. Addie years ago you did 
538. Brianne I still do 
539.  [((laughs))] 
540. Addie [((laughs))] 
541. Brianne I discovered that man 
542.  ha ha 
543. Addie okay 
544.  yeah he’s pretty hot 
545. Brianne tell me .. what if he faints? 
546. Addie he’s- used to be shy:: 
547.  and he’s not shy anymore= 
548. Brianne =really? 
549. Addie he talked a lot 
550.  [yeah] 
551. Brianne [really?] wow= 
552. Addie =yeah 
553. Brianne ((laughs)) 
554. Addie he just told me a little bit- uhm-  
555.  I don’t know 
556.  he lives in a house with a bunch of E- other [English=] 
557. Brianne [uh-huh] 
558. Addie =majors 
559. Brianne o::h 
560. Addie a:nd he’s enjoying it 
561.  and he’s also taking some- uhm classes in-  
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562.  some writing classes 
563. Brianne mhm-mhm 
564. Addie ‘cause he- he doesn’t want to-  
565.  he’s like- 
566.  ‘cause I said ‘don’t people always say  
567.  ‘what are you gonna teach?’” 
568. Brianne mhm-mhm 
569. Addie ‘NO I don’t want to teach” you know? 
570. Brianne what- what d- what does he want to do? 
571. Addie he doesn’t know [exactly] 
572. Brianne [he doesn’t] know 
573. Addie no 
574.  I mean that’s the thing about English majors [that=] 
575. Brianne [yeah] 
576. Addie =they don’t kno:w 
577. Brianne yeah 
578. Addie ((laughs)) 
579. Brianne well- 
580. Addie they’re like ‘well 
581.  I don’t know 
582.  whatever comes alo:ng” ((sing-song)) 
583. Brianne [((laughs))] 
584. Addie [((laughs))] 
585. Brianne just like art majors= 
586. Addie YEAH 
587.  you know 
588.  ((end of tape)) 

 


